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This document and the intormation contained herein are contidential to and 
the joint propert7 of BoneTWell Corporation and the Ultimate Corporation 
for the sole purpose of conducting their business. This document, an7 cOP7 
thereof and the information contained herein shall be maintained in 
strictest confidence; shall not be copied in whole or in part except as 
authorized b7 the emplo7ee's manager, and shall not be disclosed or 
distributed (a) to persons who are not BoneTWell or Ultimate emplo7ees, or 
(b) to BoneTWell or Ultimate emplo7ees for whom such information is not 
necessar7 in connection with their assigned responsibilities. Upon 
request. or when the emplo7ee in possession ot this document no longer has 
need tor the document for the authorized BoneTWell or Ultimate purpose. 
this document and an7 copies thereof shall be returned to the emplo7ee's 
manager. There shall be no ezceptions to the terms and conditions set 
forth herein ezcept as authorized in writing b7 the responsible BoneTWell 
or Ultimate Vice President. 

Throughout the tezt ot this document, the term "custom processor" shall be 
interchangeble with the term "ultimate Processor". 
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CUSTOM CENTRAL PROCESSOR INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The thirty-two-bit custom processor is a ten megahertz. thirty-two-bit 
wide. microprogramable firmware engine driven by a one-hundred and 
twenty-eight bit wide control store word and having a blank identity. 

1.1 PURPOSE 

This tchnical description imparts information which is necessary for 
any who wish to provide the custom processor with a new incarnation. Those 
who attempt personalization ot the custom processor need be capable of 
writing and testing microcode. For testing microcode. Custom and Special 
Products offers a Firmware Development Facility which greatly simplifies 
the task (see appendix A). 

1.2 SCOPB 

This document is intended for the prospective microprogrammer. It 
describes the operation ot the 32-bit custom processor at the level ot an 
experienced coder. Others. such as test technicians. might also find the 
information in section three useful. 

In addition to this section. this document contains four other 
sections and three appendices. 

Section II 
custom processor 
areas. 

describes the system environment. an exposure of the 
capabilities and a briet discussion of each of its major 

Section III is a detailed description ot each ot the fifteen hardware 
areas. 

Section IV is a detailed description of each ot the fifteen firmware 
areas. 

Section V is a discussion ot internal speed considerations. 

Appendix A contains a description of the Firmware Development Facility 
which is available for the checkout of firmware written for the Custom 
Processor. 

Appendix B contains a description 
which is available for linking into 
recommended as a means ot verifying the 
at every system initialization. 

ot the Quality Logic Test firmware 
the custom firmware load and 1s 
integrity ot the Custom Processor 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 1-1 
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CUSTOM CENTRAL PROCESSOR INTRODUCTION 

Appendix C 1s a description of the Test and Verification routine 
available with ever7 incarnation of the Custom Processor. 

, ., DISCLAIMER 

The firmware dict!onar7 serves as the specification for the custom 
processor. The firmware dictionar7 shall govern in an7 disagreement 
be.tween it and this technical description. 

, .4 REFERENCES 

In order to code tlrmware to execute on the CUP,2. the following 
addi.tlonal documents m&7 prove useful: 

CUP32 dlctlonar7 

CUP32 logic block diagrams 

tor the mother board •• 61'61259 
". 

tor the daughter board 61161249 

RTL6 assembl7 18l:1gU3&e manual 

document ILDA-121 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

This section describes the system environment into which the 32-bit 
Custom Processor may be connected. The section also gives a first-level 
description of the Custom Processor's inner workings. 

2. t SYSTEM ENVIRONMEHT 

The '2 bit Custom Processor is housed 1n a central subsystem chass1s 
(see figure 2-1). This chassis contains an interconnect backplane called 
the Local Bus which allows communication among elements within the central 
subsystem chassis. A minimum 'ot two elements must be installed 1nto the 
central subsystem chassis: namely. a '2-bit Custom Processor and a trl
port memory. One port at the tri-port memory connects to a Custom 
Processor on the Local Bus. another port connects via a Custom MECABUS 
Adapter board to a '2-bit MECABUS System Bus. and a third port i. 
ava1lable to connect to a second Custom Processor on the Local Bus. The 
Custom' MEGABUS Adapter board physicall7 plugs into the 32-bit System Bus 
and a set ot cables connect it to the tr1-port memorT. The central 
subsystem chassis is designed to accommodate a total ot two 32-blt Custom 
Processors and two tri-port memories. In configurations where tvo 
tri~port memories are installed. each tri-port memory Is connected via 
cables to its dedicated Custom MEGABUS Adapter board. The Custom MEGABUS 
Adapter board provides a Custom Processor access to System Bua elements 
including peripheral controllers. communication controllers, central 
memories. and other processing elements (e.g., a Series 6 CPU). 

Each tri-port memorT maT be contigured to contain either two-megabytes 
or four-megabytes ot memorT. When more than one tri-port memory is 
installed. the total address space Is contiguous. FIgure 2-2 illustrates 
possible memor7 configurations vhich are supported. Note that it Is 
possible to connect another complete central SUbsystem chassis to the 
System Bus for a mazimum ot four '2-bit Custom Processors and four 
tri-port memories. 

The configuration should 1nclude at least one Level 6 processor. 1t 
tor no other reason than to allow test sottware to be loaded and executed. 
ThIs Is the most effective way at allowibg the user to verify the 
integrit7 of all device and communication controllers. 

Architecturally, the system is strategized _!~~inimize System_Bus 
memory ---traffic -in support -ot a,))rocessor' s 1nstruct1on stream. In these 
s~tems memorT traffic on the System Bus vill service direct memory 
access(DMA) almost exclusivelT. The onl7 other System Bus traffic vill be 
that programmed I/O dialogue required to 1nstitute and control DMA and 
that interprocessor mailbox dialogue necessar7 for sharing system 
resources. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 2-1 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

+-------------------------+ 
FFFF FFFF I 

• • v 15/16 OF 4 CIGlBYTES v 
A A 

• 
1 """ "" "" • 

OF PUBLIC SPACE 

+-------------------------+ 
IIIFFF FFFF I MEMORY 32MB"" 

I SUBSYSTEM I 
I ZERO 16MB"" I 
I I I 
I BMB"" I I 
I • I I 
I 4MB"" I I I 

IE"" III""" I I I I I 
+-------------+--+--+--+--+ IIIDW FFFF I I I I I I 
I 4KBvII.1 
I I I • • 
I BMBv I I • 

• I • I 
• I'mMORY 16MBv • • 
I SUBSYStEM • • 

IIIC"" "''''' I on ,2KBv • +-------------------------+ 
IIIBP'F FFFF I MEMORY '2MB'" 

I SOBSYSn:M • 
• TVO 16MB'" • 
I • • 
I 8MB'" I I 
I I I • 
I 4MB'" • • • 

'AI" '''''''' • I I I I +-------------+--+--+--+--+ 1119FF 'FYFF I • I I I I 
I 4KBv I I I I 
• I I I I 
• BMBv I I I 
• I I I I I'mMORY 16KBv I • 
• SUBSYSTEM • I 

'8"" tI". • mREB ,2MBv I +-------------------------+ .7FF FFFF • 

• • • 8101 •••• L--

128:1: BYTES OF 

PUBLIC SPACE 
._--------

+-------------------------+ 
Flamm 2-3B 

MEMORY ADDRESS ALLOCATION FOR 32-BIT ADDRESS SPACE 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

2.2 INTRODUCTORY DESCRIPTION 

The major block diagram of figure 2-3 is a representation of the 
Custom Processor. This section is divided into fifteen paragraphs each of 
which discusses the topic at a first level. The discussions in sections 
three and four are similarl7 subdivided allowin~ the reader quick 
reference to &reater hardware detail (section three) or &reater firmware 
detail (section four). The fifteen sections are listed below. each with 
their associated block diagram identifier: 

I. the ralu 

II. the aram 

III. the dbus 

IV. the s bus 

V. the zbus 

VI. the Local Bus 

VII. flags 

VIII. shifter' 

II. indicator'S 

I. op code re&isters 

II. other re&i8ter8 

XII. the clock 

IIII. the 8tack 

XIV. the nezt addre8s &enerator 

IV. avallablli t7 

2.2.1 the ralu (see block dia&ram identifier I) 

!he re&i8ter flle and alu 18 comprised of eight 2911 bit slice 
chips constitutin& a thirt7-two-bit alu~ a sizteen-Iocation dual-ported 
random- acce8S memor7 and. a bit 8hifter (32 or 64 bits wide). Operations 
inside the alu occur at nearl7 a ten me&ahertz rate. The ralu receives 
ezternal thirt7-two-blt data from the dbus and transmits thirtr-two-bit 
results to the zbus. . 

2.2.2 the aram (see block diagram identifier II) 

!he auziliar7 random access memor7 is a single-ported 
4096-1ocation memorr. Each location contains thirtr-two bits. The memor7 
mar be addressed 1n anr one of seven different Wa7S. Its data is read onto 
the sbus. Data written Into the aram is taken from ~he sbus. Writin& of 
the aram Is brte partitioned: that is. aD7 combination of 1. 2. 3. or 4 
b7tes m&7 be ·copled· from the sbus into the addressed aram location. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 2-5 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

2.2.' the dbus (see block diagram identifier III) 

The dbus is the place where all roads lead. It is a thl~ty-two 
bit bus which receives data from the sbus, the zbus, the pbus and numerous 
other secondary sources. It may dellver lts wealth to the ralu, the output 
register, and to the zbus. It has byte partitlonlng capabl1lties: e.g., lt 
may take a byte of the aram for lts upper elght blts. an h register byte 
for lts next eight blts, a 11teral tor its next eight blts, and a bunch of 
zeros tor its last eight bits • 

. - 2.2°.4 the sbus (see block diagram identlfier IV) 

The sbus receives and provides aram data. It receives and 
provides data tor the three Local Bus address registers. It has the unlque 
capabllity ot recelving and retlectlng two ot its sources durlng the same 
flrmware step by virtue ot a time-multiplexing mechanism. 

2.2.5 the zbus (aee block diagram identlfier V) 

It the dbus is where all roads lead and the sbus Is 
hermaphroditic. the zbus is totally colorless. Indeed, it is a 
journeyperson bus, capable ot receivlng data trom the outside world (the 
memory aubsystem). recelvlng ralu revelatlons and sendlng all this to the 
v register. and/or to the dbus, and/or to the sbus via the nlbble shifter. 

2.2.6 the Local Bus (eee block diagram identitier VI) 

The Local Bus is the area ot the processor responslble tor 
communicatiug with the memory subalstem and through it, via the S,stem 
Bus. to all other system elements; e.g., a Seriea 6 proceasor or a Serles 
6 controller. The Local Bus area containa, along with the intertace 
circuits required to carryon a dialogue upon the Local Bus, an elght-b,te 
look-ahead procedure butfer and two tour-byte data butters. The two data 
butfers receive information trom memory to be deposited onto the zbus. The 
look-ahead procedure buffer is organized to aupply one or two bytea to the 
op reglster aDd/or the dbua and automatically replentish the prefectch 
butfer as bytes are consumed. ' 

2.2.7 tlags (see block diagram identitier VII) 

The CUstom Processor contains twenty-tour tirmware aettable and 
testable flops. Some have hardware.dedlcated functions (e.g., processor 
ott-line); others have more sophisticated tlrmware sequence control 
characteristics (e.g., they m&7 partiCipate in sixteen-way ·splatters·). 

2.2.8 shitter (see block diagram identitler VIII) 

The shltter is a nlbble rotator connected between the zbus and 
the abuse All--elght -possible 4 bit shittdlstances are supported e.g •• 

----shltt left tour nibbles, shltt right tour nibbles and ·word swap· are 
three equal operations. 

2.2.9 indicators (see block diagram identifier IX) 

Indicators are 8torage elements which remember eome property at 
the results obtained in one tirmware step so that the7 may affect the 
tirmware sequence later on. There are arithmetic indicators like "zero" 
and "carry" which are provided at an7 byte partition and there are more 
specialized indicators like the leading-zero detector. MaDy have the 
abillty to participate in "splatters" ~hich permlts up to 17-way tlrmware 
branches. 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

2.2.11 op registers (see block diagram identifier X) 

The op registers permit capturing interesting nibbles of the 
procedure stream for future reference. The storage mechanisms involved may 
also receive nibbles from the sbus; they contribute to aram addressing. 
they may be incremented or decremented, they m&7 be tested for crossing 
the zero boundary, and they m83" participate in 17 way branches. 

2.2.11 other registers (see block dlagram identlfler XI) 
.- Many other registers provide strategically located storage for 

Information. Address registers for data and procedure fetches. which can 
be incremented or decremented. are loaded from the sbus and communicate 
the1r content to the memory subsystem. The output data reglster Is loaded 
from the dbua and communicates Its content to the memory subsytem. The v 
register ls connected bidirectionally to the zbus and is a convenient 
stopover for zbus data. The h register, one of the byte partitionable 
sources to the dbus, and the accountlng timer are also loaded from the 
abuse 

2.2~12 clock (see block diagram Identifier XII) 

The clock haa a maxlmum frequency ot nearly ten megahertz. It is 
an asynchronous mechanlsm whose speed for each step Is selected by the 
flrmware assembler. The clock ls structured to wait before starting the 
nezt step (stall) it' the coder wishes, Impl1ci tly or expl1ci tl.y. to 
postpone Its start until an ezternal event occurs (such as receiving 
previously requested memory subsystem data). 

2.2.1' the stack (see block diagram identifier XIII) 

The return stack is a mechanism which simplities the use ot 
subroutines. It contains seventeen levels. Absolute or relative addresses 
m&7 be ·pushed·onto the stack. Unconditional, conditlonal and masked 
returns are provided. 

2.2.14 the nezt address generator (see block dlagram identitier XIV) 

The next address generator is a partlcularl7 flexlble element In 
that it eliminates the need for numeric sequentiallt7 in the execution of 
flrmware steps. The nezt address may be &n7 one ot the 16384 locations 
provided. The destination 11187 be specitied as a ·go-to· or it may be 
chosen trom a pair ot addresses dependent upon one ot seventy-two test 
conditions. It may instead be chosen among sizteen locations dependent 
upon some group ot four indicators (six goups are provided) or the 
destination may be a seventeenth location dependent upon one ot the 
seventy-two test conditions. Then again, it 11187 be chosen among one ot 256 
locations dependent upon a byte ot the procedure stream via a table 
look-up mechanism containing sizteen look-up tables. Or. it may be a 
subroutine return. Three types ot returns are provided: an unconditional 
return or one which returns depending on one ot the seventy-two test 
conditions or one vhich returns to an alternate return location as a 
function ot subroutine processing discoveries. 

2.2.15 availabilit7 

The Custom Processor is possessed ot data parit7 checking 
circuits. data uncorrectable memor7 edao error detectors. and firmware 
parit7 error detectors. It can also detect reterences to unavailable 
system resources. and inappropriate return stack references. Parity bits 
accompany data sent from the Custom Processor to other system elements 
allowing them the opportunlt7 ot verifying the integrlt7 of' the received 
intormatlon. 
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SECTION II OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

All Custom Processor a include aD imbedded comprehensive 
selt-test firmware routine called the qualitT logic test (QLt) which. at 
everT sTstem initialization, exercises all processor and memorT subs7ste~ 
hardware elements veri£7in& their specified' operation. this fir'mware 
routine includes a thoroU&h memorT arr&7 test. 

.-

major block diagram goes here 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

This section describes hardware entities at a level of detail 
sufficient for comprehension it the reader has a set of custom processor 
schematics (LBD's) and it the reader has experience in the interpretation 
ot logic diagrams. LBD page references are suffixed vith m for mother 
board or d for daU&hter board. Reference is also made to the block diagram 
of 2-3. 

The hardvare discussion vill be subdivided into f1fteen zones. Each of 
these zoaes 1s a separable entit7 that has one or more firmware f1elds 
dedicated to its control as shall be seen in section iv. 

The fifteen sections and the block diagram ident1fier are: 

I. Register tile and alu (290"s) 

II. Auxlliar7 random access memor7 (.lRAM) 

III. D bus 

IV. S bus 

V. Z bus 

VI. Local bus 

VII. Temporar7. permanent and control flags 

VIII. Nibble shifter 

IX. ArithmetI0 and miscellaneous indicators 

X. OPregi.ter and OP register multiplexers 

XI .• Load ot B. V and other registers 

XII. Four-speed clock 

XIII. Return stack 

XIV. Next address generation 

XV. AvailabIlIt7 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 3-1 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

In the text which tollows, capitalization is used sparingly so that 
all signal names and micro names may 8tand out. Signal name polarities are 
avoided wherever p08sible: 1nstead the terms "on" and "off" are'. used. 
When, tor instance, REQNOW i8 "on", REQNOW+ i8 high and REQNOW- 1s low. 
~his applies even when the 8ignal exi8ts in only one polarity (e.g., 
"MCllle i8 on" means MCIIII- i8 low and would alsc mean MCX010+ is high 
were there such a signal. A neutral polarity indicator "." is used for 
those signal names which achieve uniqueness only in their eighth and ninth 
characters (e.g •• NAEB1'.EI). .-

'.1 Register file and alu.(block diagram identifier I) 

~he ralu is the resource which performs thirty-two-bit arithmetic and 
logic operations. It resides between the dbus, from which it receives 
operands. and the zbus to which it delivers results. 

'.1.1 The 2901's (see page 13d) 

~he ralu is comprised of eight 2901's. These eight chips constitute: 

1. a dual-ported 16-location by 32-bit register tile 

2. a '2-hit arithmetic and logic unit 

,. a '2-b1t q reg1ster 

4. a sh1tting element capable ot 8hitting tho a1u output one bit 
lett or right. 

5. a shlft1ng element capable ot shitting the concatenation ot 
the alu output and the q reg1ster ODe b1t lett or r1ght. 

6. a zero detector. an overtlow detector. a sign detector and 
a carry detector. 

'.1.2 Ralu addressing and control (see lbd pages 3d. 4d and 5d) 

~he raw control register provides the 291"s almost all of their' 
control 1nputs: 

A port address 

B port address 

source select 

CRU(lI-I') 

CRAB(II-13) 

CRAS(I.-12) 

function select CRAF(II-12) 

destination sel~c;j; __ CRAD( 11-"2 >-----

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAG~ 3-2 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.1.3 Ralu support logic (see page 12d) 

The carry look-ahead network is comprised of 74S182's connected in a 
somewhat unconventional manner. First. the carry into the least 
significant 2901 (AUC032) i8 derived by decoding bits three and four of 
the AF field to produce four cases: 

AF3 AF4 AUC032 

I I cause a carry into alu unconditionally -

III 1 cause a carry into the alu it the carry indi-
cator is off 

III cause a carry into the alu it the carry indi-
cator is on 

1 1 do not cause a carry into the alu 

Next, the carry into the second 2901 is from the first's ripple carry. 
Then .. the 74S182's take over. providing input carries for the most 
Significant six ~9g1's. Last, the carry out of the most significant stage 
(AUCOI0) is derived by combining the Q and P outputs ot the most 
significant 74S182 chip using a couple ot inverters and a 74S51. 

The zero detector ot the 2901 is an open-collector output requiring 
pullup. Eight resistors are required since the leading-zero indicators 
must examine each individual nibble even though the zero arithmetic 
indicator is partitioned only to the byte. 

The signal ALUTOZ is derived as shown (predecoded) in order to 
enable/disable the 2911's to the zbus in a timely manner (see 5.0). 

'.2 AUXILIARY RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY - ARAM (block diagram indentitier II) 

The auxiliary random access memory is comprised ot eight 1421-45's. 
Each chip contains 4196 locations ot four bit wide static ram. The aram 
receives a twelve-bit address from an eight-way selector called rmad. The 
aram may be read/written to/from the sbus •. 

'.2.1 Aram read or write (see lbd pages 17d and 19d-26d) 

When written. the &ram 1s byte partitioned. When read, '2 bits ot data 
are placed upon the sbus tor normal reads. The signals RAMWCX. RAMXCE, 
RAMYCB, and RAMZCX are the tour chip enables. The), are structured simply 
to provide the split cycle sbus capability having a ~ate for tirst half 
cycle,a gate for second halt c),cle and a gate to -brldge- the early and 
late gates when the ARAM is the sbus source for the full cycle. The four 
signals ARM0WR, ARM1WR, ARM2WR, and ARM3WR provide the write enable for 
the w byte, the x byte, the y byte. and the z byte, respectivel)'. 
3.2.2 Aram addressing (see pages 18d and 29d) 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The three-bit firmware field RM provides control for an elght-to-one 
selection of &ram addressing Bources. Twelve 74AS151's perform the 
selection resulting In RMAD(00-11). The table below shows what address 
results from each selection: 

select 
code lUW)(011-113) RMAD("4-fIJ7) Rl"'.ADe8-1 5 ) 

I zeros CRBR(III1-13) OPRCA(II-3) 

1 zeros CRBR(III1-83) OPRCB(II-3) 

2 zeros CRBR(""-I3) OPRCC(II-3) 

3 zeros CRBR(III1-83) OPRCD(II-3) 

4 CRFT("'-14) CRDK(III-I3) CRDK("4-07) 

5 s p a r e 

6 BSBR(ell-13) BSAR(I"-03) BSAa(04-07) 

7 1.ZBtJS(19-21) ZBOS(22-25) ZBOS(26-29) 

grbr is a four bit "general bank" register which permits the sixteen 
aram locations accessible b7 opa, b. c. and"d to be an7 block of sixteen 
in the first 256 aram locations (Bee '.11). bsar and bsbr are a four and 
an eight-bit register which together provide an independent aram 
addressing mechanism (see 3.")' crft together with crdk provide the 
"literal" address where crdk is part ot the dbus control (see '.3) and 
crft normall7 controls the temporar7 tlags (seo ,.7). The last selection 
has a rather specialized use. It allows 2148 locat1ons ot the aram to 
become a cache ot control structures where a tield ot tho zbus 1s used to 
access one ot the 2148 locations and data in the accessed location can be 
used to determines hit or miss at the discretion ot the mlcrocoder (see 
3.9.2.3). 

3.3 THE D BOS (block diagram identifier III) 

- The dbus 1s a major node in the 32-bit custom processor. It is one of 
three 32-bit buses but it is the mOBt prolific. Data m&7 be deposited upon 
it trom a vide variet7 ot sources. Such data m&7 then be made available 
tor computation in the ralu. or placed into the output register. or 
transmitted to the zbus. The dbus is S~ructured as four e1ght-bit buses. 
allowing up to tour db1~a sources to be CODlb111ed (Bee Bection 4.3 for a 
complete list ot tbo combinations and permutations). 

,.,.1 abus bTto v - b1ts 111-17 (Bee lbd pages 17d. 19d and 2"d) 

B7te v m&7 receive trom 
listed below alon& vith the 
each source:" 

six mutuall7 exclusive Bources which are 
sigaal, emanating from a pal. that enables 

source 

1. the sbus to dbus latch (LTCB""-"7) 

2. the h register (BREC"II-87) 

,. ~kc &bua (~OSZ"fIJ-l71 

enable Signal 

LTCBWE 

BREGWK 

BZTOBD 

4. a till bTto (SCHEXT) FILLWB 

5. the 8 bit "j" literal (CRDJ"II-"7) CRD3VE 

6. the 8 bit "k" literal (CRDK"II-17) CRDKWE 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECH'NI,CAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 3-4 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

There is more discussion of source " in ~.4. 

At the firmware level. the normal fill bit is CRDF00 which becomes an 
input to an eight-to-one multIplexer along wIth three sbus bIts in order 
to provIde three typea ot abus aign extension as a function ot certain 
dbus control bita (CRDJ02. CRDJ04. and CRDTRE). The output ot the 
multiplexer ia replicated 8. 16. 24 or ~2 times providing the required 
fill or sign extension. 

~.3.2 dbus byte x - bits 0S-15 (aee lbd pages 17d. 21d and 22d) 
. 
Byte Z m&7 receive from six mutually exclusive sources which are 

listed below along with the Signal. emanating trom a pal. that enables 
each source: 

source 

1. the sbus to dbus latch (LTCB0S-15) 

2. the h register (BREG0S-15) 

3. the oo;hm' \:1,jSZ0r. .Pi) 

4. a till byte (SCHEU)' 

5. pctr/p history (PBST08-15) regiater 

6. the 8 bit -kw literal 

enable Signal 

LTCBXE 

HREGIE 

BZTOBD 

FULLIE 

PCTREN 

CRDIaE 

By examination ot the' last two characters ot the enable signal. one 
m&7 determine 1t the source 18 part1tionable or 1t 1t 1s a "broadside
source. In the six sources above, the latch, the h register, the till, and 
the k literal are partioned sources whereas the zbus and the pctr/p 
historT are not. 
'.'.3 dbua byte 7 ~bits 16-23) see Ibd pages 17d, 23d and 244 

Byte T m&7 receive trom eleven mutuallT exclusive sources which are 
listed below along with the signal, emanating from a pal. that enables 
each source: 

source 

1. the sbus to dbua latch (LTCB16-23) 

2. the h register (BRBat6-2,' 

,. the zbus (BOSZ16-23) 

4. a fill nibble (SGNEXT) 
a f111 nibble (SGREXX) 

enable Signal 

LTCRYE 

BREOD 

BIToJn) 

P'lLL'IE. ~:s 
FII,1.YE.47 

5. the w3" 8 bit l1teral_ LCRDJ""~"7)-- ----CRDJD 
- -------- - . 

6.-tbe ")C:-4 bit l1teral (CROlC00-03) CRDKYE.'" 
the -kw 4 bIt literal (CRDK04-17) CRDKYE.47 

7. the pctr/p historT register (PBST16-23) PCTREN 

8. the hex decoder (~""-'7) HEIDER 

9. the opalh registers (OPBGA.-3.0PRaBI-') OPRGYX 

18. the "procedure- mwr (P'rOD16-2') P!rOTEH 

ff. the ara. bank register. (OR:Bael-"" .J.SDRml 
(BsHRe"-fI.I3) 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTIOn 

Sources 14 and 16 are partitioned at the nibble level in order to 
support the micro D:RAMAD-18 (see 4.3). 

Source 18 is one byte at the hez decoder, a mechanism which decodes, 
with a couple at 74S138's. the least significant four bits of the aram 
address (RMAD0S-11) and emits a one in a field of fifteen zeros. 

Source 19 allows the op register to be pl~ced upon the dbus. 

Source 111 for this byte deposits the output of a 2:1 mux onto the 
o_dbus. ~he two sources on the input of the mux are: 

a. the most significant b7te of the pbus (BUSP01-07) 

b. seven fill bits (CRDFII) and the most significant bit 
at opc(OPRCCI) which, with the help of the correspon
input on b7te z. 7ields opc/d shifted left one place 
for the micros D:OPCD-12 and D:OPCD-12'1. 

Source" " 1 
mechanism. 

provides access to. the independent aram addressing 

3.3.4 dbus b7te z - bits 24-" (see lbd pages 17d. 25d and 26d) 

B7te z m&7 0 receive trom eleven mutuall7 ezclusive sources which are 
listed below along with the signal. emanating trom a pal. that enables 
each source: 

source 

1. the sbus to dbus latch (L~CB24-3') 

2. the h register (BREC24-31) 

,. the zbus (BZUS24-") 

4. a till b7te (SCHE1~) 

5. the rmad times 8 mechanism 

6. the S bit -k- literal (CRDXI0-07) 

"7. the pctr/p histor7 register (PHS~24-") 

8. the hez decoder (BElDIS-15) 

enable signal 

L~CBZB 

BREGZB 

BZ~OBD 

PILLZB 

PCBRElf 

CRDaE 

PC%RD 

BUDD 

9. the opcl:d registers (OPRCCI-3,OPRCDI-3) OPRCZE 

tI. the -procedure- mwr: (P~OD24-") P~OYEH 

11. an aram address register (BSARII-17) ASBREH 

Source 15 implements the least signiticant eight bits of the micro 
D:RAMAD-18 placing onto this b7te the high order k literal bit CROK00. 
RMAD(0S-11). and the nezt three k literal bits (CROK01-03). 

Source 111 tor this b7te deposits the output ot a 4:1 mux onto the 
dbus. ~he four sources on the input at the muz are: 

- a. the eight least-significant bits ot the pbus (BUSP0S-15) 

b. the three least significant bits of opc (OPRCC1-3). 
opd (OPRCDI-3). and the fill bit (CROF00). 
This input along with the corresponding input on b7te 7 
allows the db us to receive opc/d doubled (CROF00-0) or 
dibbled (CROF00=1) for micros D:OPCD-12 or D:OPCD-12'1. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

c. the most significant eight bits of the pbus (BUSP00-07) 

d. registers opc/d shifted right three bits for the micro 
D:OP-BIT-AD 

3.4 THE S BUS (block diagram identifier IV) 

The sbus is a very special. kind of 32-bit bus. Although it has a 
limited number or sources and few destinations, it is unique because. in 
the _ same step, two different 32-bit sources m~ be placed upon it. The 

--justification for this construction is that data~from the aram must be 
read, modified and written in the same step (the 1421's share input/output 
data pins). Thus the sbus is a split-cycle mechanism capable of having 
data from one source in the early phase or a step (e.g., the aram) and 
another source during the late phase (e.g., the zbus-shifter). Another 
unique property or the sbus is its ability to send either the early data 
or the late data (but not both) to the dbus. This i8 accomplished via 
transparent latches Which, on a byte-partioned basis, either go blind at 
mid-c,.cle (thus capturiZ1& the early 8bU8 data) or remain transparent 
throughout the cycle (thus deliveriZ1& to the dbus the late sbus data). 
"B,.te partioned" means that micros nre provided which permit each dbus 
b,.te independent choice or the earl,. sbus information, the late sbus 
information, or other sources as described in ,.,. 

3.4.1 8bus bytes V. z. y, and z (see Ibd pages 14d. 15d, 21d, 22d. 
17m, 21m. and '3m) 

Bytes z. y. and z IIIa7 receive rrom eight mutually ezclusive sources 
which are li8ted below along with the signal which enables each source. 
These thirty-two bits or the 8bus appear on both the mother and daughter 
boards. Three or the eight sources are on the daughter board and five are 
on the mother board. 

source 

,. the aram byte w (ARAM01-Ia) 
byte z (ARAM08-15) 
byte y (ARAM16-23) 
byte z (ARAM24-,,) 

2. the shirter a output (SBFTeS-,,) 

,. the shirter b output (SBFTeS-,,) 

4. the stack top (XXQPe6-1,) and 
the accounting timer (ACTM0e-15) 

5. the syndrome register (SYHD0S-,,) 

6. address register a (ADRA08-31) 

7. address register b (ADRB0S-,,) 

8. address register p (ADRPeS-,,) 

enable si&l1al 

IUMWCK 
RAKICK 
RAMYCK 
RAMZCK 

SFT1EM 

SFT2D 

ACTH2S 

SYHD2S. 

ADRA2S 

ADRB2S 

ADRP2S 

Regarding .source 11. the enable circuitry has been discussed iD '.2 
but one should Dote that when writing the aram. both the chip enable 
(RAMWCE) and the write enable (ARM0WR) must be on. This condltioD causes 
the 1421 rams' output circuitry to go to the high impedance state. This 
arrangement allows the sbus to receive data from &n7 other source while 
the aram is writing. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

Sources 12 and " are listed separately because ot the configuration 
otshifter chips (25S1e's) used. Sixteen chips. each with four output 
pins. are co~ected In a parallel structure such that. as a function of 
the high order bit ot the shift distance (CRSDee). either one or the'other 
group of eight chips is enabled to the sbus (see 3.8). 

Source 14 is. at the full abus level. a collection of two sources 
which total less than " bits., The upper 16 bits wreadw the stack top 
(the tirmware address which the next RETURN micro will utilize) and the 

._lower 16 bits -readw the accounting timer (see ,.11.8). 

,Source 15. the s7Ddrome register. is a mechanism which captures 
subsystem configuration information. the most recent error event or reason 
code. The path to the sbus merelr allows the coder to view this reason 
code (tor more about errors. see '.15). 

Sources 16. 17. and 18 allow readIng adra. adrb. and adrp 
respectively. For more about these registers. see 3.11. 

'.4.2 Sbus enables Csee Ibd pages 17d. 18m and 17m) 

The ebus control tield (CRSS88-1D2) allows one ot six tnes of' sbus 
cycles in &n7 step. The table ShOWD below summarizes the s1x cases: 

CRSS88-1D2 ear 17 data trom late data trom 

I adra/b/p adra/b/p , adra/b/p zbus 

,2 8711d/actm.stack 8711d/actm.stack 

3 zbus zbua 

4 8 P a I' e 

5 8 P a I' e 

6 aram aram 

7 aram zbus 

The aram split c7cle control. are discussed in 3.2. The general 
technique for the 8hittel' and the address regi8ters is the same: namely. 
there ,i8 an input on each enable circuit tor the ear17 halt of' the cycle 
and another for the late halt. 

The shifter enable circuit. receive an input from a flop (CRSSE3) 
which predecodes the control store word lookIng for the only code which 
requires the zbus to the sbus during the early phase (i.e •• code 3). The 
late 1nput 1. decoded 1n & pal. 

The ear17 gate on the address register enable circuits (ADRA2S. 
ADRB2S. and ADRP2S) 1s timed with MCLOCX whereas the late inputs are 
essentially untimed. Notice that the choice among adra/b/p is the 
responsibility ot the BS field and not ot the SS field. The 74S139 which 
decodes two bits ot BS for this purpose is enabled tor codes I. 1L 4. and 
5. but 4 and 5 are not used and I and 1 are the codes which deposit 

-- adra/b/p to the sbus. 

3.5 THE Z BUS (block diagram 1dentitier J) 
The zbus i8 a place where the I'alu may deposit its computations. is 

the bus upon which external data arrives (from 1nra/b) and is the bus 
which feeds the nibble shifter. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

'.5.1 Ebus sources (see lbd pages 16d. 29d. ,2d. "d. and '4d) 

The zbus is thirt7-two bits wide and receives from six thirt7-two-bit
wide sources. Along with the ralu and the input data registers. the zbus 
ma7 receive from the v register. the dbus. and from an external connection 
(i.e •• the firmware development facilit7). The six sources are listed 
below along with their respective enable signala: 

source enable signal 

, . iura (IHRA""-3') CRIA2Z 

2. inrb (IHRB",,-,1) CRIB2Z , . v register (VREC""-,,) VRECEH 

4. ralu (ALUY""-3') ALUTOZ 

5. the dbus (BUSD""-") DBTPZB 

6. the fdr (BUSZ""-".EI) CRTB2Z 

'.5.2 Ebus enables (Bee lbd pages '2d. and ,2d) 

The ZB field controls the zbus sources as shown below: 

crEb("e-1II2) source enable signal 

I ralu ALUTOZ 

1 fdf CRTB2Z 

2 iura CRIA2Z , lurb CRIB2Z 

4 dbus DBTOZB 

5 vreg VTRHElf 

6 lura CRIA2Z 

7 lurb CRIB2Z 

All six enables emanate from a pal which decodes crzb. Codes I through 
5 produce results previousl7 discussed. When lura or ~urb is placed upon 
the zbus as a result of code two or three a parit7 check is performed on 
all four bTtes. When inra or iurb is placed upon the zbus as a result of 
code six or seven. a parit7 check is performed on on17 the two most 
significant b7tes. 
'.6 THE LOCAL BUS (see block diagram identifier VI) 

The local-bus hardware can be divided into four sections: 

An addressing mechanism 

A data stora&e mechanism 

A procedure storage mechanism and 

Local-bus control ~ircu1tr7 

The BS field i8 responsible tor managing the resources represented b7 
the above list which contains three address registers. 64 bits of 
propedure stream storage. and 64 bits of data storage. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.6.1 Local bus addressln& (8ee lbd pages 1Sm. 19m. and 20m) 

Addresses ~rom the proce8sor to the memor7 subsrstem(s) m&7 emanate 
from one ot three sources: adra. adrb. or adrp. A three-to-one m~ Is 
formed usln& 74S241 1 S selected bl ADRAEN'. ADRBEll. and ADRPEN. Once the 
selec~ion has been made. the address 1s latched v1a another group of 
74S241's connected as a batlatch. (A batlatch is used to eliminate 
propagation dela7. Batlatches require delicate t1min&.) Thirtr nanoseconds 
into a ~1rmware step which has made a local bus request. the flop ABATEN 
comes on. enabling the batlatch which connects its input to its output. 

·~bout thirtr nanoseconds later. ADRS0F comes on. disabling the 
multiplexer. The batlatch ~herebr swallows its tall. 

3.6.2 Local bus data storage (see Ibd pages 32d. 33d. 34d and 34m) 

Data trom the local bus is captured oft the local bus with a 
transparent latch (i.e •• tour 74S373 1 8). The behavior ot the 8ignal LBLOOK 
i8 that it puts the latch in tran8parent mode sometime after the request 
to memorr has been made: as soon as the memor7 signals that valid data is 
present on the interface (DCNHUS). the latch is closed. The data m&7 now 
be s&telr transterred to either inra. or inrb dependent upon which was 
requested. 

The signals· DALOO!: and DBLOOX: pertorm the transfer ot data ~rom the 
local-bus latch to inra or inrb. During the step in which the request was 
initiated. both these 'looks· clear. At the beginning ot the step 
immedlate17 ~ollowing the request. the appropriate look activates causing 
the latched data to ~lood into inra or inrb. The look signal remains on 
until the next local-bus request occurs. 

3.6.3 Local-bus procedure storage (see lbd pages 15m. 16m, 28m, 31m. 34m 

The mother board captures local-bus data in the same manner as the 
daughter board, using a duplicate set ot 74S373 transparent latches. From 
the local bus latch, the information moves into the procedure ·prefetch
buffer. This butfer receives procedure 32 bits at a time and dispenses 
procedure either eight or sixteen bits at a time. In order to allow for 
enough look-ahead, the procedure butfer CaD remember eight brtes (64 
bits). Thus the destination for each 32-bit deliverr from the local-bus' 
latch alternates: the first '2 bits are placed in the procedure butfer at 
brtes a, b, c, and d; the second,2 bits are placed in the procedure 
butfer at brtes e,~, g, and h: the third 32 bits are placed in a. b, c, 
and d again etc •• The alternation results trom the look signals (PALOOK and 
PEtOOK) takin& turns, because pareqt and pereqt take turns because FRELOD 
complements each time a procedure request is made. 

In order to dispense one blte at a time. eight 74S373 chips form this 
64-bit storage register with their outputs connected together to form an 
eight bit bus. The output ot this network is called BUSP0e-07. A three bit 
counter, called the take counter. keeps track-ot-which brte is next for 
deliverr onto BUSPII-I7. When PTAXE4/2/1.I. the tirst latch chip 

-(INRPAI-7) is enabled onto BUSPII-17. when PTAXE4/2/1.' then INRPBe-7 is 
enabled onto BUSP01-17 ••• and when PTAXE4/2/1.7, then INRPHt-7 is enabled 
onto BUSPle-17. 

In order to dispense two brtes ot procedure at a time. eight more 
74S373's form a completel7 duplicate 64 bit storage register also with 
their outputs connected together to form an eight~bit bus. but this bus is 
called BUSP0S-15 and the network differs from the one prev1ousl7 described 
onl7 in enabling. Above, when PTAXE4/2/1.1. BUSPlt-17 received from 
IHRPBI-7; in that instance. the secondar7 buffer enables INRPCt-7 to 
BUSpeS-15. Thus whatever brte the take counter senda to BUSpel-17 trom the 
pr1mar7 procedure buffer. the next brte in line is sent to BUSP08-15 from 
the secondarl buffer. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

Decod1ng the take counter is 
counter itself is comprised of three 
of a pal. increment bT zero. one. or 
removal of procedure bTtes. 

accomplished vith a 74S138. The take 
74S112 3/k flops which. with the help 
two each firmware step, recording the . 

3.6.4 Local-bus control clrcuitrT (see lbd pages gm. 11m. 28m and 33m) 

Sometime during the m1ddle of each firmware step. the address of the 
next firmware step is determined bT mechanisms described in 3.14. Sometime 
near. the end of each firmware step, the output. of the control-store arraT 

'-(the next firmvare yord) becomes valid. The BS field emanates from the 
control-store arraT at hits 12B-127 (CSBSCB-7) and is captured in eight 
control reg1ster flops (CRBDS0-7). Processor timing is such that CSBSC0-7 
are valid 20ns before the end of each step alloving certain decisions to 
be made before the next step actuallT begins. Tvo decisions are made wh1ch 
are related: 

1. Does the action in the upcom1ng step require that a request 
to a memorT subsTstem be intiated? 

2. Does the action in the upcoming step require that the 
present step be delaTed in terminating? 

It. for anT reason. a transaction between the processor and a memorT 
subsTstem is in .process. the signal REQHOW is on. As an illustration of 
the tvo decisions above. suppose a tirmware sequence is encountered which 
calls tor tvo memor7 writes in tvo consecutive firmware steps. As the 
first step nears completion. CSBSC0-7 alerts the request logic (REQTEN. 
REQDST, and the tlop OSREQT) that the next step viII initiate (another) 
transactlon but. since on17 one transaction m&7 proceed at a time and 
slnce the tlrst memor7 write ls still in process. this step must be 
delaTed In termlnating (stalled). Thus. REQHOV and CSBSCI-5 have a 
signlficant Impact upon the clock logio (see 3.12). OSREQT gets a chance 
at the beginning ot ever7 step and ls. ot COUTse, structured to assume 
that vhatever stall was requlred. has occurred and has been released. 

A SummaT7 ot the control sequence is as follows: 

1. OSREQT comes on at the beginning ot an7 step which inl
tiates a memor7-subsTstem transaction. 

2. An arr&7 ot PALs determines whether the request Is to be 
sent to Memor7 Suba7stem 11 (or Memor7 SubaTstem II) 

a. M1REQT 1s clocked bT OSREQT and activates it'the 
tri-state request collector M1RQTD.I~ 1s true 

b. M1RQTD.11-13 are active in 32-blt address s7atema 
(ADDR32-1) It M1PRZT (M1 present) is true 

c. M1RQTD.-e4.15 are active in 24-bit address sTstems 
(ADDR32-1) it M1PRZT (M1 present) is true 

d. M1RQTD.14 1s actlve to disengage the network It M1 is 
. not present 

e. MeREQT· ls also clocked b7 OSREQT and activates tor all 
cases where M1REQT does not: 

Memor7 SubsTstem " not present 

A lock/unlock memorT reference 

A memor7 reference not in M1 space 

A non-memor7 reference 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

2. immediate17. REQHOW comes on. 

3. the memor7 subs7stem -grants- the processor. (It the me
lDor7 8ub878tem vas not busy. the grant arrives in about' 
5Bns; but it it vas busy. who knows.) . 

4. about 51ns atter the grant Is received. USREQT goes ott. 

5. now REQHOW is in charge and viII remain on until the trans
action completes: 

a. for memory reads. when data arrives from memory 
(DCHNOS signals the arrival and OUTREH 1s off) 

b. for 1/0 reads. when the data arrives from the MECABUS 
(second-halt bus cycle) via the memory subsystem 
(DCHNOS signals the arrival and OOTREH is off) 

c. for i/o reads where no data arrives. when grant 
(RQCTOS) goes oft. 

d. for all write8. when grant goe8 otf. 

Once the request is initiated, the firmware 8equence is permitted to 
go on its merry way. ignoring the local-bus intertace until such time as a 
resynchronizatlon point is encountered (e.g •• a data stall. a new local 
bus transaction initiation). During thi8 interval. the transaction is 
rem~bered in three 8torage elements: 

1. the thirty-tvo-bit addres8 18 in the batlatch of 3.6.1 

2. the data to be written (if &D7) is ill outr 

3. the control information is in the -tred- register 
Item '3 above i8 comprised of two registered pals. One pal monitors 

eight inputs and creates six local-bus control signals. Notice that the 
pal is allowed to change 1ts output values only on the lead1ng edge of 
each new memory subsystem request. snapshotting its other seven inputs to 
decide vhether this transaction is: 

1. a write? (FWRltE) 

2. a doubleword read/write? (FRDBLW) 

3. a lock/unlock? (FRLOCX) 

4.· a memory reference? (FRMREF. tvo·copie8) 

5. to use adra. adrb or abrp7 (FRBUS2/') 

6. -to capture-the ACX/NAX indicator (ACXRENJ 

A second pal (16R6B) monitors four inputs and generates three outputs 
deciding whether this transaction is: 

1. to send a response notification? (LBSBBC) 

2. to write only eight bits ot the first sixteen (LBWCT1) 
Hate: other system elements refer to thi8 Signal as xxBYTE 

3. to write all 8ixteen bits ot the second sixteen (LBWCT2) 
Hate: other system elements refer to this signal as xxDBPL 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

A third pal (16R6b) monitors ten inputs and creates four local-bus 
related outputs which determine whether this step is: 

1. one wh1ch in1tiates a local bus request (CRREQT) 

2. one which performs a local bus "wrap" test (CRWRAP) 

,. one wh1ch v1ll consume (one or two bytes of) procedure 

4. one which viII change the procedure steerage mechan1sm 
(FRELOD). If FRELOD=O. arriving prefetched procedure is 
captured b7 procedure buffers A. B. C. and D. If FRELOD=1, 
arriving prefetched procedure 1s captured b7 procedure 
buffers E. F. 0, and B. 

'.7 TEMPORARY. PERMANENT AND CONTROL FLAGS (block d1agram identifier VII) 

There are twenty-four flags organ1zed as three groups of eight. 
Sixteen of the tventy-four are controlled b7 one firmware f1eld while the 
other eight have their own. . 

'.7.1 temporar7 flags (see Ibd pages 9m. 24m and 29m) 

The temporar7 flags are controlled b7 the FT field (CRFT00-04). 
Seventeen of the thirt7-two poss1ble codes are devoted to the temporary 
flags: one to clear them all. eight to set one of them at a time and eight 
to clear one of them at a time. The flops themselves are a 74LS259. One 
pal output (CLRTFL) determines when a broadside clear occurs. and another 
(FLGTEN) determines when a one-b1t change occurs. The polarit7 of the 
ch&n8e ia determined b7 the data input CRFT0S. Which flop 1s to change 1s 
determined b7 the select inputs CRFT02-04. rbe e1ght outputs are 
synchronized b7 a 74S'74 and sent to eight test-cond1tion inputs (see 
,.14). FLGT6E. temporar7 tlas 6 before synchronization, is the data bit 
wr1tten into the stop code ram (see '.9.2.1). 
'.7.2 permanent flags (see lbd pages "m, 28m and 29m) 

The permanent flags are controlled b7 the BS field (CRBUSO-7). 
Sixteen of the poss1ble 256 codes are devoted to the permanent flags: 
e1ght to set one of them at a time, and eight to clear one of them at a 
time. The flops themselves are a 74S259. A broadside clear occurs at 
master clear. A pal output (FLGPEN) determines when a one bit change 
occurs. The po1arit7 ot the ch&n8e 1s determined b7 CRBUS3. Wh1ch flop is 
to change i8 determined b7 the select 1nputa CRBUS5-7. The eieht outputs 
are s7Dchronized b7 a 74S374 and aent to eight test conditions (see ,.14). 
Permanent flag 17 (FLAGP7) 1s one ot the "break" stimuli... . 

'.7.' control flags (aee Ibd pagea 24m. 27m, 29m and "m) 

The control flags are controlled b7 the BS field (CRBUS0-7). Sixteen 
of the possible 256 codes are devote to the control flags: eight to set 
one ot them at a time, and eight to clear one ot them at a t1me. The flops 
themselves are a 74LS259. A broadside clear occurs at master clear. A pal 
output (FLGCEK) determines when a one-bit ch&n8e occurs. The po1arit7 of 
the change is determined b7 CRBUS,. Which flop is to change is determined 
b7 the select inputs CRBUS5-7. The eight outputs are s7chron1zed b7 a 
74S'74 and sent to e1ght test conditions (see '.14). Some of the control 
flops have side-effects: 
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SECTION THREE 

FLACCO 

FLACC1 

FLACC2 

FLACC' 

FLACC4 

FLACC5 

FLACC6 

FLACC7 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

ott Une 

qlt tailed (it tlagcl ia ott) 

&enerate even parity to outr (it tlagcl is ort) 

enable the accounting timer 

undedicated 

inhibit disaster 

undedicated 

atack error detection enable 

3.8 NIBBLE SBI~ER (see block diagram identitier VIII) 

The nibble shitter ia the onlT connection between the zbus and the 
sbus and is therefore in a critical path. The shifter is really an eight 
nibble rotator; there iano distinction for instance between. shifting 
three nibbles left and shitting tive nibbles right. 
3.8.1 shifter dat~ tlow (see lbd pages 11d. 14d and 15d) 

The shitter is implemented with sixteen 25S11's connected as two 
parallel groups ot ei&ht. The tirst group is enabled when the shift 
distance prescribed by the SD tield (CRSD01-02) is either zero. one. two 
or three. and the second &roup is enabled when the shitt distance Is 
either tour. tive. siz. or seven. 

The 25S1I whose output names are SBFTU.Sl. SBFTI4.S1. SHFl'''8.SA and 
SHFr12.SA reveals tlrst that thls chlp ls enabled tor shitt distances ot 
I. 1. 2. or 3 and that tor a dlstance ot zero. the chip Internally 
connects its tour outputs to its lowest tour inputs; tor a shitt distance 
ot one. the tour outputs are connected to the next higher tour inputs; for 
a shift distance ot two. to the next higher tour inputs: and tor a shift 
distance ot three. to the top tour data inputs. 

The second group ot eight shltter chips operates llke the tirst. but' 
are enabled for shift dlstances ot tour or more and thus their data inputs 
are wired bias by sixteen bit posltlons. 

3.8.2 Shlfter control (see lbd pagea "m. 11d, 14d. 15d and 17d) 

Since the shltter deposits Its result onto a split-cycle bus. the 
enable requires early/late timing. For SS (CRSS0'-2) code three only. the 
shifter is enabled to the sbus during. the early phase: a pal generating 
signals S1LA!E and S2LA!E determines what circumstances allow the shifter 
to the sbus during the late phase. 

3.9 ARITHMETIC AND MISCELLANEOOS INDICATORS (block diagram identifier II) 

There are alx arithmetic indicators and eight miscellaneous 
indicators. The intent ot these indicators is to allow the coder to 
remember some characteristic(s) ot some data tor the purpose ot affecting 
the addressing sequence ot a subsequent firmware routine. 

3.9.1 arlthmetic tndicators (aee Ibd pages 5d. 12d. 13d. 27d and 28d) 

Five ot the siz arithmetio indicators derive their inputs trom the 
output ot the alu. The sixth samples the least-signiticant bit ot the zbus 
(BOSZ31). In addition to storage tor' the indicators, tour 4:1 muxes are 
employed. Three ot the muxes are halves ot 745153's and one is a 74S64. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The overflow mux (OVFMUI) selects one of four 2901 overflow signals as 
a function of the 10 code (CRID00.01) as follows: 

CHID0".'" overflow source 

"" carr7 into alu bit 24 not equal to carr 7 
out of alu bit 24 

", carr7 into alu bit 16 not equal to carr7 
out of alu bit 16 

10 carr7 into alu bit "8 not equal to car r 7 
out of alu bit "8 

11 carr7 into alu bit "" not equal to carr 7 
out of alu bit "" 

The carr7 mux (CRYMUI) samples one of four alu carries as a func; i:lon 
of the 10 field as follows: 

CRID"".'" carr7 source 

"" carr7 out of alu bit 24 

'" carr7 out of alu bit 16 

10 carr7 out of alu bit "8 
11 carr7 out ot alu bit "" 

The sign mux (SOHMD'X) samples one ot tour alu "signs" as a tunction ot 
the 10 field as tollows: 

the 

CHID"".'" 

"" 
'" 
111 

11 

The zero mux (SZRMtrI) 
10 tield as follows: 

CHID"".'" 

II 

", 
111 

11 

sign source 

alu output bit 24 

alu output bit '6 

alu output bit 08 
.. 

alu output bit "" 
samples tour groupiD8s ot bl·ts as a function o~ 

zero source 

it alu output bits 24-3' are all zeros 

it alu output bits 16-3' are all zeros 

it alu output bits "8-3' are all zeros 

it alu output bits ""-31 are all zeros' 

These four mux outputs are stored into the overflow indicator 
(OVF1HD). the carr7 indicator (CRYIHD). the sign indicator (SGNIHD). and 
the zero indicator (SZRIHD) at the behest ot a pal output (AINDEN). Also 
captured are the double zero indicator (DZRIHD) and the odd indicator 
(ODDIHD). A code emanating from the FT field causes the arithmetic 
indicators to "cl.ear" such that tour indicators are off and the zero and 
double-zero indicators are on. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

'.9.2 miscellaneous indicators (see Ibd page 27d) 

The eight miscellaneous indicators can be divided into one group ot 
tour and tour groups ot one. A pal output (BINDEN) determines whe"n the 
miscellaneous indicators sample their inputs. 
'.9.2.1 SCRAM lndicator 

!he stop code ram is a 256-1ocation b7 one-bit-wide memor7 addressed 
tram byte 7 ot the dbus. It is written trom FLCT6E under command ot a pal 
output (WRSCRM) modulated with appropriate timing. Its data output is 

·captured along with the other seven miscellaneous indicators when the pal 
output BINDER occurs. 

'.9.2.2 DIFBUF indicator 

This mechanism compares eight bits ot the db us with eight bits ot the 
zbus utilizing a 74F521. 

'.9.2.' BASHIT indicator 

This mechanism compares thirteen bits ot the zbus with thirteen bits 
ot the sbus utilizing two 25LS2521 IS. 

3.9.2.4 ILLADD indicator 

This mechanism uses a 16LSA pal to decide whether the rightmost byte 
at an operand Is in the same 512-byte butter as a specitied base address. 
The pal assumes that the base address and the displacement locating the 
lettmost byte ot an operand are being added in the alu. that one at these 
values Is on the dbus. and that the t7Pe register contains the operand
length information (1, 2, 4 or 6 byte operand). !he pal would preter a 
carr7 signal out ot alu blt 23 but one Is not available so the pal derives 
it trom the lnput carr7 to alu bit 23 (AUC024). the dbus bit 23 (BUSD23) 
and the sum blt 23 (BUSZ2,). 

'.9.2.5 leading zero detector 

This mechanism. utilizing a 16LSA pal. determines the number ot 
leading zeros present in the value tram the alu. The pal receives the zero 
detector trom each ot the eight 2g11's. The outputs trom the pal (AUPZ08. 
AUPZ04. AUPZI2. and AUPZ01) are captured in the miscellaneous lndicators. 
The tour indicators (PZSIND. PZ4IHD. PZ2IND, and PZ-lIND) are coded such 
that: 1011 means no leading-zero nibbles were detected, .,11 means that 
tive leading-zero nibbles were detected and 1111 means the entire alu 
output was zero. -

'.11 THE OP REQISTER (block diagram identitier X) 

Certain bytes and/or nibbles ot the procedure stream must be stored 
tor future reterence. The tour 4-bit wide registers opa, opb, opc and opd 
provide - sa1d--storage.-These tour registers can-also be loaded trom the 
sbus. can be incremented or decremented. and have the abilit7 to address 
the aram. The seven bit tleld OP controls the entire op area. 

'.11.1 the sbus aul tiplexer (see lbd pages 1Id and 31 d) 

When the op register(s) are to be loaded trom the sbus, the sbus 
multiplexer (SMUXII-15) is required to narrow the 32-bit sbus to a width 
of 16 bits, matching the" width ot the op muxtlplexer. -CROP02 decides 
which halt at the sbus is chosen. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

,.1'.2 the op multiplexer (see lbd pages 1ad and ',d) 

Theop multiplexer (OPMI00-15) is comprised of four 16LaA pals. Each 
pal has four data outputs. nine data ~~ four control inputs. At the first 
level. the choice is between the ~~us data inputs and the sbus data 
inputs. At the next level. a choice of ~hich nibble of the selected bus 1s 
to be directed to the output (sort of a rotate). And at the last leve'l. a 
choice as to whether the four bit l!teral inputs (CRFT01-04) should be 
presented to the outputs. All this is c~trolled b7 the 1nputs CROP00-a,. 

'.1 D,., The op registers (see Ibd page ,1:iT . -
There is a 74AS169 for each of ~pa (OPRGA0-,). opb (OPRGB0-,). opc 

(OPRCC0-'). and opd (OPRGD0-,). Load~. incrementing or decrementing 1s 
controlled b7 a pal which emits. for each register. one load signal and 
one count signal. For opa, the load si~al is OPALOD and the count Signal 
is OPAPAT • When the count signal 1s on. the appropriate op register 
increments if cropa2 is on and dee~ements otherwise. OPATOP. OPBTOP. 
OPCTOP. and OPDTOP are provided to de~~ct when the counter 1n question 1s 
wwrappingW (in the firmware verna- :ular) i.e •• 1ncrementing from F to 
zero or decrement1ng from zero to F. 

'.10.4 the type register (see Ib,d pa&e ,: d) 

The type register stores two bits in a 74S169. The input to the type 
register is the same as the two most si~1ficant inputs of opa. The unused 
two stages of the 74S169 are wired so that when the t7Pe 1s " (three), 
the wcarr7w output of the chip (TYPIS~) will be on. A signal from the FT 
field (CLRTFL) clears the type register and a load signal (TY'PELD), also 
trom an FT pal, pertorms the load honors. 

,.t, LOADINQ VARIOUS REGISTERS (block diagram Identifier XI) 

Man7 firlllWare fields have no other ~urpose but to control the loading 
of various registers. These fields are H, LA, LO, and LV. Other fiel4s 
have a secondar7 justification for ezlstence b7 providing the load 
controls to certain reg1sters 1n need. ~ese fields are BS and FT. 

,.,t.t loading the B register (see lbd pages 1ed, 17d, 20d, 22d. 22d, 26d) 

is loaded at the behest of a dedicated control store 
its attendant control-register tlop (eRBlee) 

The B register 
bit (CSBa56) with 
pulse-formed In BREGLD. 

'.11.2 loading the output register (see Ibd pa&es 11d and '5d) 

The output register (OUTRSI-,,) is loaded at the behest of a dedicated 
control store bit (CSLOA') with its attendant control-register flop 
(CRL00S) pulse-formed In outrck. Note that ,6 bits are captured with this 
load stimulus: name17. the,2 bits of the dbus and four b7te-par1t7 bits 
in flops OOTRIP, OOTR1P. OUTR2P, and OUTR'P. These four parlt7 bits are 
generated b7 _rour 82s62-- parlt7 generator/cheeker------chips-called MYDPS., 
MYOPia, MYOP16. and MYOP24. See section ,.15 for more about checking. 

'.11.' loading the v register (see lbd pa&es "d and '4d) 

The v register (VREO •• -,,) is loaded at the behest or a dedicated 
control-store bit (CSLV96) with its attendant control registe~ flop 
(CRLVI.) pulse-formed in vregld. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

'.11.4 changing adra. adrb, aDd adrp/pctr (see lbd pages 18m, 26m 
17d, 21d, 23d and 26d) 

Pour control-store bits (CSLAB6-9) and four cr flops (CRLA01-1') are 
provided to control the changing ot the three address registers. Each 
address register is thirty-two bits long and is comprised ot rour 74AS869 
chips. Address registers adra (ADRA00-31) and adrb (ADRB0I-31) may be 
loaded rrom the sbus, or may be incremented by rour, or may be decremented 
by tour. The address register adrp (ADRPII-31) may be f'u1ly loaded from 
the. sbus or may have only its nine least signiricant bl ts copied from the 

--sbus or may have its twenty-three-most-slgnificant blts copied from the 
sbus. Hote that adrp is implicitly incremented by four whenever rour 
procedure bytes are requested rrom the memory subsystem. 

The pal which controls all this generates two mode bits (ADRAMI.1) and 
a carry-in (ADRACI) for adra, and tvo mode bits (ADRBMO.1) and a carry-in 
(ADRBCI) tor adrb. When ADRA/BMld and ADRA/BMh1, the register 
decrements: when 1121=1 and 1121-1, the register increments; and when 1121-' and 
1121-1, the register loads from the sbus. 

Por adrp, the pal generates two load signals (PULOAD. PLLOAD) tor 
copying twenty-three or nine sbus bits into adrp. Because ot the partloned 
load and the necessity to increment by tour, a thirty-thlrd tlop is 
required to stor~ ADRP31. 

The register PCTR(IS-,S) mlmics adrp tor loading actions. Its bit 
justification in the·three 74AS869 chips permit incrementing by one or two 
when procedure bytes are removed trom the pretetch butter. When pctr is 
delivered to the dbus, the least-signiticant bit ot the take counter 
(PTAKE1) becomes the units position ot pctr. 

'.11.5 changing ~br (see Ibd pass 'Id) 

The tour-bit register CRBR(II-13) 1s used in combinat10n w1th opa,b,c, 
and d to address the aram. The OP tield controls grbr. A 16R8A pal 
receives the seven control-store bits ot the OP field and generates 
control slgnals tor the 74AS169 chip whlch houses grbr. The pal output 
GRBRLD causes GRBR(II-13) to load trom the tour most significant bits ot 
the opmux (OPMlII-I,). The pal output GRBRPT causes GRBR(00-1,) to 
increment by one or decrement by one as a function ot CROP02. It CROP02 1s 
on, grbr 1ncrements; it CROP02 is ott, grbr decrements. The firmware name 
tor grbr 1. rbr. 

'.11.6 changing bsbr (see Ibd pase 31d) 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The tour-bit register BSBR(BB-B3) is used in combination with 
BSAR(BB-B7) to address the aram. The OP field controls bsbr. A 16RSA pal 
receives the seven control-store bits of the OP field and generates 
control signals for the 74AS169 chip which houses bsbr. The ~al output 
BSBRLD causes BSBR(B0-03) to load from opmux bits 4-7 (OPMI04-07). The pal 
output BSBRPT causes BSBR(BB-03) to increment by one or decrement by one 
as a function ot CROP02. It CROP02 is on. bsbr increments: if CROP02 is 
oft. bsbr decrements. The firmware name for bsbr is rarh. 

3.11.7 changing bsar (see lbd page 30d) 

"- The eight-bit register BSAR(BB-B7) is used in combination with bsbr to 
address the aram. The OP field controls bsar. A 16RSA pal receives the 
seven control-store bits ot the OP tield and generates control signals for 
the two 74AS169 chips which house bear. The pal output BSARLD causes 
BSAR(B0-07) to load from the eight-least sl~lficant bIts of the opmux 
(OPMI0S15). The pal output BSARPT causes BSAR(01-07) to increment by one 
or decrement by one as a function ot CROP02. It CROPB2 is on. bsar 
increments; it CROP02 is oft. bsar decrements. The tirmware name for bsar 
is rarl. 

'.".S loading the accounting timer (see Ibd pages 24m and "m) 

The accounting timer is a mechanism which provides real time 
information for job accounting and other purposes. The accounting timer is 
constructed from two 74AS869 counter chips wired to either load or 
increment. The timer (ACTM00-15) has a 100 microsecond period (i.e •• it is 
lncremented at a 1Bkhz rate when enabled by PLAGC'). It 1e loaded by an 
FT-field micro decoded by a 16LSA pal (ACrMLD) which invokes an implicit 
clock stall (aee,.1,) whose purpose 1a to Insure that an accounting timer 
clock (MaZB0') occurs while the data to be loaded from the sbus is valid 
at the input a ot the 74AS869 chips. Hote that when the accounting timer 
increments from 65.5'5. an accounting timer interrupt (ACTIHT) is stored. 
This interrupt (synchronized through ACTITF) asserte the break stimulus 
and thereby causee a -derail- at the next sample ot break by the RHI 
macro. 

'.12 THE FOUR SPEED CLOCK (block diagram identitier III) 

The custom processor resides in an. asynchronous world. The custom 
processor clock is an asyn~honoU8 mechanism. The clock has two orthogonal 
properties: 

1~ the clock allows the duration ot each tirmware step to be anyone 
ot four lengths as a function ot the combination ot micros coded in 
that step. . 

2. the clock allows each tirmware atep to delay its completion until 
some external event occurs. 

'.12.1 the basic clock (see lbd pages 'm and 4m) 

The basic clock has three delay lines. three delay-line drivers. one 
one 74S64 and two svitch banks for adjustment purposes. Tvo ot the three 
delay lines are connected in parallel. When MCII00 occurs because all of 
its inputa are high (take it on faith). a positive to negative edge 
travels down the lBBns delay line MCI01' through MCI1B0.At about the same 
time. MCI'" creates an edge ot the opposite polarity (negative to 
poaitive) traveling down the delay line MCPW05 through MCPW5'. The outputs 
ot this latter delay line are svitch aelected to create the width of 
MCLOCK. This is accomplished by connecting the output ot the switch bank 
(MCKPWA) through a 74S64 (MCSTLA) to the original delay line driver 
(MCI0B') making one ot ita inputs low which achieves a pulse width of 
about 7Bna. Baving established that a -negative- seventy-nanosecond pulse 
is wending its way down the MCI010-1" delay line. it is now appropriate 
to pursue what happens to cause the cycle to complete (and start over). In 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

the simplest case (l.e •• the tastest clock speed). MCIlle causes the delay 
line driver MCTlle to &0 h1gh. The del87 llne MCTI11-I,e 1s now 
propagating a -posit1ve- aevent7-nanosecond pulse. The output of the 
switch bank to wh1ch th1a del&7 line 1a connected (TBEEHD) has the 
responsibilit7 tor term1nating the c7cle. That 1s accomplished b7'firat 
susta1ning the eftect which MCKPWA achieved upon MCSTLA. When MCKPWA ~ose. 
MCIIII went h1gh and MCLOCX went low signifying the -middle- of the c7cle 
and completing MCXPWA'a contribution. Just before this midpoint. TBEEND is 
allowed to take over the responsibilit7 of keeping MCLOCX low. The stage 
is now set ao that when TBEEHD gets exhausted. the c7cle ends and. of 

._course. a new one begins. 

'.12.2 the gear shitter (aee lbd page 4) 

The clock 
is assembled. 
the particular 
code for the 
definition: 

speed tor each tirmware step ia aelected when the tirmware 
The assembler or an agent thereot aelects. as a function of 

combination ot micros in ever7 atep. a two-bit clock speed 
ex field. Listed below are the four speeds and their 

ex 
III 

., 
,. 
11 

detinition 

ver7 tast (vt) 

halt fast (bt) 

half long (hl) 

ver7 long (vl) 

Control-store bits 64 aDd 65 (csck64. 65) are sampled b7 a 16R6A 
registered pal which generates three clock-speed-enable signals. On the 
del&7 liDe driver MCYIII. ODe -diode- is devoted to each of tour delay
line taps as selected b7 the clock eDable outputs of the pal. For a ver7 
fast speed. no eDables from the pal are active aDd the operatioD is as 
described above (i.e.. the vt tap is alwaTa enabled). For a halt-tast 
step, CXHFEH from the pal causes MCLKHF to sample another del&7-line tap 
which has the effect of extending the on time ot MCTIII; that is. it goes 
positive at the same time aa a vt step but lasts longer and makes TBEEHD' 
last longer. It was establiahed previous17 that the positive to negative 
transition of TBEEND eDds the firmware step. so nov. because of Cx::a::FEH'. 
the MCLOCX lov time increases. 

WheD a halt-long atep is prescribed. both CXHFEK and ClCBLEH' activate 
cauaing three of the tour inputs of the del&7 liDe driver MCTIII to get 
iDtO the act. The additional CODtributor. MCLKBL. stretches the high time 
ot ~ even further and increases the"del&7 to the completioD ot the 
atep. " 

Final 17 • when a ver7-long step is required.alL-inputs to MCYIGllget a 
turn - because -all three enable outputs of the pal (CKBF'EH, ClCBLEN and 
CXVLEH) are active, aDd the high time ot THEEND atretches even further 
creatiDg the longeat tirmware step available. 

The 16R6A pal trom which the clock speed enable signals emanate 
provides another service. It mODitors siz control store bits involved in 
return stack functions (aee '.1') and detects certain tirmware sequeDces 
which require a non-minimum clock speed setting. 

'.12.' clock atalls (aee lbd page 'm) 

Four 
stimuli. 
is. the 

74S64's provide the iDputS for. stalling the clock from -external
The basic clock operation uses two ot the sixteen inputs; that 
MCKPWA oontrols the clock first-phase pulse width and the THEEHD 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

input controls the second-phase pulse width. The other active input gates 
provide stalls for the conditions listed below. Each gate must be off 
during the first phase of the step. During the second phase of the step, 
these sates are ignored until THEEND relaxes (the gear shifter ~ime has 
elapsed). Then these gates come into plaT each having the power to 
postpone the completion of this step. 

stall gate 

CSBSC0.CSBSC2.REQNOW 

STLADU.REQNOW 

CSBSCO.BLOTBR.REQNOW 

DS'l'FF1 • WAlTtn' 

BSYSTL.REQNOV 

TBSTOP 

ezplanation 

stall WHEN the next firmware step is to 
uncondltionallT initiate a local-bus 
request IF previouslT initiated local
bus activitT is still in progress. 

stall WHEN an ezplicitlT coded stall 
micro requires that the completion of 
this step be postponed until Inra re
ceives local-bus data from a previous 
request IF the data has not Tet arrlved. 
stall WHEN the next firmware step Is to 
conditionallT initlate a local-bus re
quest and the condltlon is satlsfled IF 
previouslT initiated local-bus actlvIt7 
is still in progress. 

stall WBEK a hardware error has been 
detected untl1 such time as the reason 
code (sTDdrome) has been captured in 
BWIA(10-1') and the next-address gene
rator has generated and accessed loca
tion zero. 

stall WBEX an explicItl7 coded stall 
mlcro requires that the completion ot 
this step be postponed until all local
bus activ1tT haa subslded IF local-bus 
actlvlt7 ls still In progress. 

stall If the firmware development faci-
11 t7 saTs so. 

CSBSC1.CSBSC4.EMPTEB stall VBEK .the next firmware step vill 
examine bTte(s) ot the procedure butfer 
IF ths procedure butfer ls empt7. 

POWROH.MY.MCLR stall durlng the master clear pulse 
stimulated b7Pover coming on. 

PLLOAD.REQNOW stall WHEN an explicltlT coded load of 
adrp-lover occurs IF previous17 initia
ted local-bus activlt7 is stlll in pro-

--------gress.- --- ---- ---

LOADED stall VBEK an expUcl t load of the 
accountlng timer is required UNTIL the 
accounting timer clock (mhzI11) has had 
an opportuni t7 to sample the sbus 
inputs. 

CSBSCI.CSBSC5.REQNOW stall VBEK the next firmware step vill 
initIate a prefetch IF previous17 inI
tIated local-bus acIvIt7 is stIll,ln 
progress. 

STLDBU.REQNOW stall WBEH an explicitl7 coded micro re-
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quires tbat tbe co.,le'loe of thl •• ~~~ 
be postponed UDtil tbe data preYI~uslJ 
requested tor iarb arrive. I' the ~~t~ 
bas not 7et arrived. 

atall VBEM aD explioit read or the ac
count ina timer 1. in proce.. I' tbe ac
countina timer i. about to incre~ent. 

3.1' THE RETURN STACK (block diagram identifier XIII) 
. - Tbe return stack is a last-in-tirst-out (ilto) mecbaDls. tor Gtor~r.~ 

and retrieving firmware addresses. It CaD store aeventeee a~~resses. A 
firmware address is written into tbe atack wben aDl or tbe tbree ~u~~ 
micros is executed. An address is read from tbe .tack wbee &CJ or the 
return micros is successfull, executed. AD unconditional return 1. alv31~ 
successful: i.e.,' it uses and discards tbe atack'. -top· eDtrJ. A 
conditional return is successful onll if tbe teat condition 1. cet: It the 
condition is not met. the stack is undiaturbed. A puab i. pertorced In 
preparation for calling a subroutine and a return is tbe mecbaDls. used to 
exit a subroutine. The return stack hardware is comprised at: 

1. a 16-location return stack 

2. a 4-bit return-atack address regiater 

,. a return-atack local register 

4. a -relative push- local register 

5. an -absolute push- local register 

6. a hardware-Interrupt addrese register 

7. a return address bus 

8. an overflow/underflow error detector 

3.1'.1 the 16 location return atack (see lbd page 25m) 

The 8ixteen-location return atack is comprised of four 74S1S9 cblps 
providing a 16-b,-16 arrBJ. Since tbe firmware addresa apace i. 16k. onll 
tourteen data bita are used. The data out (R!RNII-13) ia connected to the 
return-memor, local register (!RAM11-1,). ~e aemor7 i8 addressed bl a 
tour bit address register (FWSTKI-,). 

3.1'.2 the 4-bit return-atack addre8s register (aee Ibd page 24.) 

The return-stack address register consiats ot one 74S169 counter cbip. 
The counter m&J be initialized to a known atate via FSTKLD. wbicb is used 
in testing and other situations. In normal operation. a push causes tbe 
counter to increment betore a new entr7 la written into the atack. and a 

.pop (RETURN) causes the address register to be decremented after tbe entrl 
has been read tram the stack. First. notice tbat the counter chIp ·clocks· 
at midc1cle(MCI061): then. notice that the counter chip increments it 
COPUSH afrom a pal): and last. tbat it counts it PSHPOP (also tram a pal). 
The 16LeA tram which thess signals emaDate hae inputs which permit it to: 

1. CDPUSH: 1n an7 step in which a push micro 1s coded unless the pre
v10us step pertormed a successful return. 

2. PO~IHa: 1n &n7 step whicb pertorms a succe8sful return. 

,. PSHPOP: 1 or 2 above. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

'.1'., the return-stack local register (see lbd pages 24m. 25m) 

In a successful return. the return address bus is sent to the next
address generation circuits. The next return candidate is then read from 
the return stack into the return-stack local register so as to be 
available for the a subsequent return. A successful return generates 
POPINQ which 1s pulse shaped into POPCLX for capturing. in KRAM{00-13). 
the data output of the ram chips. The output of the return-stack local 
register. like the other three registers which capture return addresses. 

.js connected to the return address bus (FSXX00-1~). 

'.13.4 the relative-push local register (see Ibd page 25m) 

One of the push micros allows the address saved to be relative to that 
specified in the next-address field (CRNAa1-13). A relative push creates a 
firmware address to push b7 combining the eight most significant bits of 
crna with the five bits of the ft field and alw&7s pushing an if bank 
address. This combination of fourteen bits is captured in the relative 
push local· register (NAFXaa-1,). Capturing takes place whenever an7 push 
is performed since each push source has its own local register. The 
selection as to which is used is a function of the local register enables. 
The output of the relative push local . register. like the other three 
registers which capture return addresses. is connected to the return 
address bus (FSTXee-1,). 

'.".5 The absolute push local register (see Ibd page 29d) 

Another push micro allows fourteen bits ot the dbus to be saved 
return stack. At the end of &D7 push step. BUSD(02-15) are captured 
absolute push local register. This register. like the other 
registers which capture return addresses. 1s connected to the 
address bus (FSXXII-1,). 

,.".6 The hardware-interrupt address register (see lbd page 25) 

in the 
in the 
three 

return 

The hardware-interrupt address register (BWIAII-',) captures the 
address to which the firmware sequence would have proceeded had an error 
(DSASXR) not been detected. This register. like the other three registers 
which capture return addresses. is connected to the return address bus 
(FSTXII-1,). 

'.".7 the return-address bus (see Ibd pages 24m &D~.25m) 

The return-address bus connects together all four sources of return 
address. Constructed as a tri-state mechanism. the sQurces are mutual17 
exclusive. The bus operates under the following rules to sUPpl7 a 
candidate return address to the next-address generator (see ,.14): 

,. If the most recent stack operation was a successful return, then 
the candidate for the next return is the return-stack local re
gister (KRAMII-',). POPPED 1s generated in the step immediatel7 
following the successful return. Pulse-shaped via POOPED. it 
clears a 74S175 chip. This 74S175 creates an enable for each 
ot the four return address bus (FSTXII-1,) sources. Clearing 
this chip enable. the kram source and d1sables the three other 
sources. 

2. It the most recent stack operat10n vas not a successful return. 
then one ot the ·push· sources is enabled to the return address 
bus. The register enabled is that which received the most recent 
push. The 74S175 i8 clocked (FSXXWB) b7 aD7 push. When the clock 
occurs. one d input v1ll be on: that corresponding to the t7Pe ot 
push performed. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

When any push occurs. a new candidate tor the next return is 
-stacked-. The previous candidate (tormer stack top) is written into the 
return stack memory via FSTXWB tormed trom CDPUSH with a bit ot pulse 
shaping. . : 

3.1'.8 the stack overflow/underflow detector (aee lbd page 24m) 

The stack overflow/underflow detector is a pal which monitors the 
_ address register (FWSTXI-3). the nature of the stack transaction (CDPUSH • 
.. __ POPING) and an error detector enable. It genera~es two signals: 

. 1. a stack error was detected (STXOUT) which is cODDected to the 
sJ'lldrome register and to the DSASTR circuitry tor causing 
an unprogrammed branch to tirmware location zero (it FLAGC5=1) 

2. a stack underflow indicator which is connected to the sJ'lldrome 
register tor distinguishing overtlow trom undertlow. 

3.14 TB HEIr ADDRESS CENERATOR (block diagram identitier IIV.) 

The ne~~-address generator determines what the address ot the next 
firmware location will be. One next address is as attainable as any other 
next address because the custom processor has no concept of address 
sequentiality. ~hls flexibility is provided by devoting tive tlrmware 
tlelds (29 control-store bits) to the task of deciding what control-store 
location shall next be executed. The control-store array Is physically 
implemented as two 8192 location memories; the lower addresses access the 
else bank and the higher addresses access the it bank. Figure 3-1 diagrams 
the it and else next address generator •• 

Of the tive tields involved in this activity, the SR field code Is the 
major determining tactor distinguishing -go-to's- troa -returns- trom 
-splatters- and deciding hov the ME field vill be applied. The TC field 
specifies which one ot the 72 -conditions- shall be tested; when the 
condition is aet, the if bank is enabled, and when the condition is not 
met. the else bank is enabled. 

3.14.1 bank selection (see lbd pages 23m, 29m and 28d) 

The rc field (CRTCII-86) can specify one of seventy-two conditions to 
be tested in order to decide which bank shall be selected. Hine 74S151's 
and three 74AS151's accept the seventy-two teat conditiolls, the seven bits 
of the TC tield and one bit ot the next address tield (caHA81) reducing 
all thl. into one signal called TCTRUB. The high order next address bit 
specifies the test polarity which is why the firmware dictionary has twice 
as many (144) tests. The signal TCTRUB is. ted to four 748141 drivers for 
distribution purposes. The drivers. are disabled if the firmware 
development facility is providing the control store output instead of the 
proms (TBRMEH). . 

·,-:-14.2 -el.-e bank-next-address generation (;~~ lbd pages· 5m. 6m. 8m. 12m. 
3"a and 32m) 

The else bank may receive an address onto Its tri-state address bus 
trom one of three sources which are listed below along with the sa code(s) 
that enable(s) each source: 

else bank source BR code 

1. the next address tield (caHA81-13) '.1,2,3.4.5.6,7.8.C.D 

2. the return stack (FSTKI1-13) 9 

,. the firmware development facility (HAEBI1-13.EI) all 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

Note that the determination of which bank shall be selected is the 
responsibilit7 ot the TC field. 

Source 11 is the register which stores the thirteen control store bits 
CSNA67-79 connected through tri-state drivers to the else bank address bus 
(NAEB01-13). The drivers· are enabled b7 a 16R6A pal output (NA2ELS). The 
most significant bit ot na (CRNA00) determines the polarit7 of the test 
condition. This bit is referred to as the BI field. 

Source #2 is the return~stack address bus (FSTK01-13) connected 
--through tri-state drivers to the else bank address bus. The drivers are 

enabled b7 a 16R6A pal output (RTNELS). 

Source "is the input which the t1rmware development fac11it7 emplo7s 
when 1t forces the custom processor to start execut10n at some arbitrar7 
address. The signal TBNASB imports the fdf-apec1fied address and d1sables 
the other tri-state sources to the else bank address bus b7 disabling the 
pal and connecting to the pal output a 74S241 driver enabled b7 TBNASB 
whose inputs are biased to inactivate other sources of else bank 
addrespes. 

'.14.' it-bank next-address generation (see lbd pages 12m and '2m) 

The if bank· m&7 receive an address upon its address bus (NAIB01-'3) 
from &n7 one ot six sources which are listed below along with the BR 
code{s) that enable(s) each source: 

if bank source address 

1. the next-address field (CRNAB1-1,) 

2. the return stack (FSTKBt-t,) 

,. the flrmware development faclllt7 (NAIB0t-t,.EI) 

4. the 16-waJ masked splatter (SPLATA-D) 

5. the 256-waJ unmasked splatter (PROCBB-B7) 

6. the 16-waJ UDmaSked -break- splatter (BREXBB-B7) 

BR code(s) 

1.8 

1.9 

all 

2.'.4.5.6,7 

C,D 

C 

The if-bank address generator ls dlvlded lnto three partltlons: that 
clrcuitr7 which develops bits 1 through 5. that c1rcuitr7 which develops 
bits 6 through 9. and that c1rcu1tr7 wh1ch develops blts 11 through ". 

'.14.'.1 if-bank address bits 81-85 (see lbd pages 12m and '2m) 

The f1ve most significant bits ot the address bus (NAIB01-15) receive 
their inputs from one ot three sources as shown below with the BR code{s) 
that enable(s) each source: 
-------- _. -.-- -----

source tor if-bank address bits 11-15 

1. the next-address field (CRNAI1-15) 
via one 74S64 chip (NAIBI1) and 
one 74S248 section (NAIBI2-15.11) 
enabled b7 HA2IFH emanating from 
a pal. 

2. the return stack (FSTXB1-15) 
via the 74S64 chip (NAIBI1) and 
portions ot 74S241 chips (NAIB02-15.RI) 
enabled b7 RTN2IF emanating from 
.. pal. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRI?TION 

+-----+ +--------+ +--------+ 
-CRNA 

RETURN 
lWW) 

FLACT 
~YPB 

ARI:rH 
OPMtJI 
SCALB 

CRDRGl1 
CRBRGl2 
CRDRGI, 

-I 1 4 CRMXGII-"'-I I 4 
-I 1--'----------------1 LI~TLE 1--------,-
-I 1 CRNA,,,-,,-I MISS 1 
-I 1 HAIB1"-13.EI-1 MASKER 1 
-I 4 1 +--------'---1 I 
-I 8:1 1 4 +--------+ 
-IMOX'SI 
-I 1 

1 1 
-184 1 
-182 1 
-1.1 I 

1 1 
+-----+ 

+--------+ 
CRNA06-0g-ltriststel----+ 

I driver I I 
+--------+ I 

-FOF(B,2-8,A,B,E,F)-' I 
I 

+--------+ I 4 
-FDF(0-B.E.F)-' RETURN -Itristatel---{+)--'-

1 driver I I 
+--------+ I 

8 +-----+ . -FOF(1.9)-' I 
PBUS0-7-,--1 RBI I I 

4 I I 8 4 I 
MASK--'--I PROMI-'-(+}+--------,-----------------+ 

1 I I I 
+-----+ I +--------+----+ 

-FDF(C.-BRK.D)-' I HAIB01-18.EX-1 FOF I 
1 +--------+----+ 
I I 

4 +-----+ . 1 +--------+ I 5 
ZCRO---'--I 1 I CRBAI1-15-ltrlstatel---(+}--'-

I BREAK 1 8 1 1 driver I 1 
FLACP6----1 1-'--+ +~-------+ 1 
~AXOVR----I I -FDF(I.2-8.A-F)-' I 
MYIH'U'----I SPLA~ I I 
AC~I~F----I 1 +--------+ I 

+-----+ RETURN -Itrlstatel----+ 
~F(C.BRK)-' 1 driver I 

IF 

BA.N1C 

+--------+ +--------+ 
-FDF(1,9)-' 

+--------+ +--------+ 
CRNA"'-"-ltrI8tatel----+ 1 

1 driver I 1 1 
+--------+ I 1 ELSE 

-FDF("-8,A-F)-' 1 I 
I I 

+--------+ 1" 1 
RETURN -Itristatel---(+}--,-I 

1 driver 1 1 I 
+--------+ I I 
-FDF(9)-' 1 1 

I 1 BAHl( 
+--------+ 1 1 

HAEBB1-13.EX-1 FDP 1----+ 1 
+--------+ +--------+ 

FICURE '-1 
IF AND ELSE BANK HEX~ ADDRESS CEHERA~ORS 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3. the firmware development facility all 
(HAIB01-05.ez) via TBHASB. Hote that 
the drivers for this source are in 
the fett. 

,.14.'.2 if-bank address bits 06-09 (see lbd pages 12m and 32m) 

The wmiddlew four bits o"f the if bank address bus receive their 
inputs from one of five sources as shown below with the BR code{s) that 

._enable(s) each.source: 

source for if-bank address bits 06-09 BR code(s) 

1. the next-address field (CRHA06-09) 
via a 74S240 section enabled by 
HA2IFM emanating from a pal. 

2. the return stack (FSTK06-09) 
via portions of 748240 chips -
OU.r0306··~9. RI) enabled by RTN2IF 
emanating from a pal. 

>."the firmware development facility 
(NAIB06-09.EX) via TBNASB. Hate that 
the drivers for this source are in 
the fett. 

4. the 256-wa7 unmasked splatter (PROC00-0') 
via a ,6'2 prom enabled bl BRPROC and 
DO break splatter (BRXSPL). 

5. the 16-wa7 wmsasked break splatter 
" via a 748241 enabled b7 BRXSPL. 

Hate that when a break splatter 
occurs, these four address bits 
are forced off. 

'.14.3.' if-bank address bits 11-1' (see lbd page 13m) 

0.2.'.4.5.6.7,8 

1,9 

all 

C.D 

c 

The four least-significant bits of the if-bank address bus receive 
siz t7Pes of inputs as shown below with the BR code(s) that enab1e(s) each 
input: 

source for if-bank address bits 11-13 

1. the nert-address field (CRHA10-1,) 
Two elements are used to allow the four 
least-significant bits of the if/else al
ternatives in two-W&7 branches to differ. 
These two elements are a 74S64 chip per 

-----bit and a 74AS151-chip per bit (i.e., eight 
total chips). The three low-order bits of the 
BR code select among the eight inputs of the 
74AS151. With a BR code of zero, ·crna is selected 
and sent to the 864 anded with the mask 
(CRMK00-',). Another Bate of the 864 ands 

-mask with crna. The effect of these two Bates 
is to allow the assembler. b7 controlling the 
mask field, to Benerate aD7 four-bit value 
for the if bank as a function of the raw 
else-bank value. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

2. the return stack (FSTK10-13) 
The BR code selects input N1 on the 
74AS151 (FSTX10-13) whose output is 
anded with the mask bit on the 74S64. 
Another gate on the S64 allows the 
erna tield through it the mask is ott. 
This mechanism provides alternate 
returns • 

. 3. The tirmvare development tacility 
(HAIB10-13.EI) via TBHASB which. atter 
disabling all other input •• routes 
tour bits through the 74S64' •• 

4. the 256-way unmasked splatter (PROC04-17) 
via a 3632 prom. enabled by BRPaOe and 
no break-splatter. through the 74S64's. 

5. the 16-w&7 unmasked break splatter via a 
74S241 enabled by BRKSPL and wire-or'd to 
the output ot the 3632 prom. and connected 
to the 74S64's. 

6. the 16-wai masked splatters 
The 74AS151's are selected by the three.low
order bits ot the BR code to choose among 
six tJ'Pes ot sixteen-w., splatters. The 
outputs ot the selectors (SPLATA,B,C,D) 
are anded with the mask bits on the 74S64's. 
Another gate on the 74S64 allows the crna 
bits through it the mask is ott. In this 
manner. aDJ' combination ot the tour selec
tor outputs may participate in the splatter • 
These splatters are: 

splatter 

a. tour bits ot &ram address 

b. tour t tlaas 

c. operand-tJ'Pe information 

4. tour arithmetio indicators 

e. tour outputs ot the opmux 

t. tour leading-zero indicators 

all 

C,D 

C 

BR cede 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

3.15 AVAILABILITY CIRCUITS (block dia&ram identitier IV) 

The availability circuits are ot three tJ'Pes: 

1. those that detect errors. 

2. those that generate check information so that other system elements 
might detect errors. and 

,. those that verif7 the integrity ot the other two. 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.15.1 error-detection circuits 

Error detection requires that data, transmitted around the system, be 
accompanied by redundant information like parity or an error dectection 
and correction code (EDAC). Another mechanism for error detection is to 
recognize that a totally unexpected event occurred, such as receiving no 
response when attempting to communicate with another system element. 

The custom processor's areas of error detection are listed below. 
. _Subsequent paragraphs will discuss each area in further detail: -

1. procedure parity 

2. data parity 

3. procedure red (uncorrectable edac error) 

4. data red (uncorrectable edac error) 

5. procedure uar (unavailable resource) 

6. data uar (unavailable resource) 

7. stack overf:low or underflow 

S. control store and pal parity 

3.15.1.1 procedure parity (see lbd pages 15m, 16m, and 34m) 

When procedure Is delivered from the memory subsystem, '2 information 
bits are accompanied by 4 parit7 bits. These parity bits are captured (by 
PALOOK or PELOOK) in a register parallel to that which captures the 
procedure itselt. In the meantime, the latched procedure bus (BUSP00-15) 
is monitored by ·two 74S281 parity checkers. The trick is to select the 
parity bits which correspond to the procedure bytes now on the pbus. This 
selection1s performed by a pal which receives as input the 4 par1ty bits 
stored for -pa-, the 4 parity bits stored for -pe-, and the take counter 
(resychronized to match the pal's needs) emitting a selected parity bit 
(PARPe0 and PARP08) for each 74S280. The output of the 74S280 which . 
monitors BUSP(I-7) 1s gate by PEXLPT when -left- procedure is sampled 
while the output of the 74S281 which monitors BUSP(S-15) is gate b7 PEKRGT 
when -right- procedure is sampled (-peeked- or -taken-). 

In order to allow testing of procedure related hardware. both PEXLFT 
and PEXRGT are lnhibi tted in a firmvare step containing a HOFALT micro. 
Otherwise PERPRC is sent to the general error collector DSASTR and to the 
syndrome register. 

3.15.1.2 data parity (see lbd pages '2d, "d and 27m) 

---When 1Dra or inrb-is placed upon the zbus, . stimuli coming from-a pal 
(HOFALT.DT) which decodes the field Te, gates the output ot the 74S280 
parity checkers which monitor the four ZbUB bytes. Two pair of outputs are 
collected in PERDTL and PERDTR. The result (PERDAT) is sent to DSASTR and 
to the syndrome register. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PACiE' :5-29 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

'.15.1.' procedure red (see lbd pages 16m and 27m) 

.When procedure is delivered trom the memory subsystem, 32 intormation 
bits are accompanied by 2 -red- indicators. These indicators, accusittg the 
lett 16 bits or the right 16 bits ot containing an uncorrectable edac 
error are captured (by PALOOX or PELOOX) in a register parallel to that 
which captured the procedure itself. A simple selection is now required 
as a function ot which procedure bytes are being sourced to the pbus. This 
selection is performed by a 16L8A pal which receives the tvo red bits 
stored for "paW, the two red bits stored for. "pe", and the take counter 

··(resynchronized to match the pal's needs). The error signal (REDPRC) is 
sent to the general error collector (DSASTR) and to the syndrome register. 

,.15.1.4 data red (see lbd pages 27m and 34m) 

When inra or inrb is placed upon the zbuB, stimuli coming trom a pal 
which decodes the ZB t1eld, enables tvo sections ot a 74S157 selector 
(REDDTL and REDDTR) vhich discover vhether the left and/or right data 
words had good edac. The two data-red error Signals are or'd (REDDAT) and 
sent to the general error collector (DSASTR) and t~ the s11drom~ register. 

3.15.1.5 procedure uar (see lbd pages 16m and 27m) 

When procedure is delivered trom the memory subsystem, 32 information 
bits are accompanied by 2 unavailable resource indicators. The -left" 
indicator means that the system resource addressed does not exist vhereas 
it the left indicator is ott. the -right" indicator means that the address 
delivered to the memory SUbsystem trom adrp was the last one installed in 
this system. A pal samples the tour error signals (PAUARL. PAUARa, PEUARL, 
and PEUARR) and determines whether an error (UARPRC) is to be sent to the 
general error collector (DSASTR) and to the syndrome register. 

'.15.1.6 data uar (see lbd pages 34m and 27m) 

When iura or lurb 1. placed upon the zbuB, stimuli coming trom a pal 
vhich decodes the ZB tield, enable. tvo sections ot a 74S157 selector 
(uardtl and uardtr) vhich discover whether the system resource addressed 
exists (l.e •• a left uar) and vhether the memory location provided to the 
memory subsystem trom adra or adrb. vhile requesting tour bytes. vas the 
last address ot installed memory (i.e •• a right uar and no lett uar). The 
outputs ot these tvo sections (UARDTL and UARDTR) are or'd in UARDAT and 
sent to the general error collector (DSASTR) and to the syndrome register. 

3.15.1.7 stack overtlow or undertlow (see lbd page 24m) 

The stack overtlow/undertlow detector 18 a pal wh1ch monitors the 
address register (FWSTXI-3), the nature ot the stack transaction (CDPUSa, 
POPING) and an error detector enable (FLAGC7). It generates two signals: 

1. STXOUT: a stack error was detected (i.e., a push was attempted and 
the stack was full. or a return vas attempted and the stack vas 
empty). This signal is connected to the general error collector 
(DSASTR) and to the syndrome register. 

2. STXUNW: a stack undertlow error vas detected (1.e., a return vas 
attempted and the stack vas empty). Th1s signal is sent to the 
syndrome register to distinguish overflow trom underflov. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DF.SCRIPTION 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.15.1.8 control-store parity (see Ibd pages 5m. 6m. am. 9m. 11m, 
3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 7d, 8d, 9d, t0d, and 11d) 

The 128-bit control-store array contains one parity bit in each 
thirty-two. The parity bits are eSII16. eSII48. eSII80 and eSXIB2. In each 
thirty-two-bit group, the control-register (cr) outputs are tested ~or 
correct parity. In Bome ~irmvare ~ields, raw control-register ~lops do not 
exist because registered pals are used to per~orm win-~lightW decoding o~ 
the control-store output. In these instances, ~he pales) check(s) parity 
on ~he portion o~ the ~ield in its purview and sends the result along w1th 

--raw cr bits to a gaggle (14) ot 74S280 parity checker chips • 

. Parity chip EPSSS7 checks parity on the ~irst nine control-store bits, 
EPeB'5 checks paritf on the next nine (including the parity b1t ~or this 
thirty-two-bit group). EP1623 generates parity ~or the next eight and 
accepts PORrLY as an input which represents the next three, and ~inally 
FWPAR0 gathers them all up along with PARTLY, which represents the last 
three. The error signal FWPAR0 1s sent to the general error collector 
(DSASTR) and to the syndrome reg1ster. 

In the second group ot 32 control-3tore bits. EP3239 checks parity on 
the ~irst nine b1ts. EP4S47 checks parity on the second nine b1ts 
including the parity bit for this group, EP4B55 checks par1ty for the next 
nine b1ts and FWPAR1 checks parity ~or the last ~1ve and gathers the 
outputsot the other three chips to form an error Signal which is sent to 
the general error collector (DSASTR) and to the syndrome.register. 

In the third group ot 32 control-store bits. EP6472 checks parity on 
the first nine bits (CKPRTY gathers the first two). EP73B1 gets the next 
nine including the parity bit for this group. and FWPAR2 gathers the 
remaining fourteen (~our via BRPRTY, three via TCPRTY.", and three via 
TCPRTY.46) in addItion to accepting the output ot the previous checkers. 
The error signal is sent to the general error collector (DSASTR) and to 
the syndrome register. 

In the fourth group ot 32 control-store bits. EP96A3 checks parity on 
the only eight ot this group (a pal gathers three bits into eRZBPB) which 
are on the daughter board, and sends this knowledge to the mother board 
where EPABB6 checks parity on the next nine b1ts including the parity bit 
~or this group. and FWPAR3 gets the last fifteen bits (three via FTPRTY, 
tour via BSPRTY.83. and four via BSPRTY.47) in addition to gathering the 
contributions ot the previous checkers. The error signal FWPAR3 is sent to 
the general error collector (DSASTR) and to the syndrome register. 

3.15.2 parity generation circuits (see Ibd page '5d) 

When outr is loaded. four parity bits are created by ~our 74S288 chips 
which. each examine one byte ot the db us ~d place the parity bit in a 
register loaded by the same Signal as that which loads outre These four 
parity bits accompany the data wherever its final destination mar be 
(e.g., the memory. an 1/0 controller). See also 3.11.2._ 

-- ._-.. _--- --"------
,-:-15.' verlf'yin& the" integrity circuits (see Ibd pages 35d) 

When parity is generated on the dbus to accompany the data loaded into 
outr. the hardware provides a method ot generating even rather than the 
conventional odd parity. This can be accomplished On17 1t the processor is 
o~t-l1ne (FLAGC8 is ott) and it FLAGC2 is on. This mechanism. in 
conjunction with the WRAP micros. allows a tirmware routine (presumbl7 the 
quality logio test) to verifT the integrit7 cirCUits by transferring data 
with both even and odd parity trom outr to inra. from outr to inrb. ~rom 
outr to pa and tro. outr t~ pee 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE '-'1 
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SECTION THREE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The micro SYHD i8 available to verify the integrity of the syndrome 
register by causing a simulated error. stimulating the general error 
collector (DSAS!R) and sampling the presumably quiescent error s~urces 
into the syndrome register. 

'.15.4 branch to zero (see lbd 27m) 

When the 74St" (DSAS!R) is stimulated. it sets Sl~CLX at the start of 
the next firmware step. The leading edge of SYRCLX samples all error 

__ sources into the 8yndrome register (SYHD08-,t). During the first step 
following the detection of an error. the control flop FLACC5 controls 
whether the flop DS!FFt will set leading toward the hardware interrupt. If 
FLACC5 it off. DSTFF1 starts a chain of events which will cause location 
zero to be the next executed. The delay-line driver DSA000 starts an edge 
down the delay line DSA200 vhile. at the same time. the otherwise intended 
next address i8 being allowed to settle in the next-address generator. 
After 200 nanoseconds. DSrFF2 sets. clocking the intended next address 
into the hardware-interrupt-address register (BVIA00-13). A tl0-nanosecond 
pulse is formed by BOLDIT which clears the next-address control-register 
flops (CRNA00-1,) and the test-condition muzes are disabled. forCing ~. 
else bank enable. The next-address generator emits zero and the control
store array is accessed. A clock stall Signal (WAITOP). which haa been 
active through this entire cerem0nT. Is alloved to relax and the content 
of location zero -is executed next. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 3-32 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

·-4.1 FI~~ARE DESCRIPTION 

-This section provides a detailed description of the 32 bit Custom 
Processor firmware structure. 

The custom processor divides its firmware word into thirt7-one fields 
(see figure 4-1). The discussion that follows is organized into fourteen 
zones where the micros available in these zones are described one field at 
a time. Some fields contain no micros but serve merel7 as arguments for 
other micros. Some fields control more than one hardware element. The 
coder m&7 not recognize that even though each hardware element appears to 
have a selection of micros, onl7 one micro from one of the groups is 
allowed in each step. The fourteen zones are listed below with a brief 
description of the related hardware each zone controls: 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 4-1 
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SECTION FOUR 

I. 29'" control 

II. ARAM control 

III. D BOS control 

IV. S BOS control 

V. Z BOS control 

VI. LOCAL BOS 
control 

VII. FLAa control 

VIII. NIBBLE SHIFTER 
control 

IX. INDICATOR 
control 

x. OP register 
control 

XI. LOAD control 

XII. CLOCX control 

XIII. STACX control 

XIV. HEXT ADDRESS 
control 

FIRWNARE DESCRIPTION 

The siz fields which control the 290' are 
AAt AB. AS. AF, AD. and AD!. 

The two fields which control the ARAM are 
RM. and RY. 

The five fields which control the D bus 
are DF. Da. DI. DJ. and DX. 

The 1'ield which controls the S bus is SSe 

The 1'ield which controls the Z bus is ZB. 

The field which controls the Local bus 
is BS. 

The field which controls the TEMP 1'lags 
is FT. The 1'ield which controls the PERM 
and CONTROL flags is BS. 

The field which controls the nibble Shift
er is SD. 

The field which controls the loading of 
both the arithmetic and miscellaneous 
indicators is ID. 

The field which controls the loading 
and modification of the OP register is 
OPe 

The fields which control the loading of 
other major registers are LA. LO. LV and 
B and OPe 

The field which controls the Clock speed 
18 CK. 

The field which controls which firmware 
addres8 (if aD7) is pushed onto the stack 
1s PS. 

The five fields which control the value of 
the nezt firmware address are BI. HA. ~C. 
DR and Mlt. 

A field is a group of control store bits devoted to the control of a 
hardware entity. In general. a one bit field has one possible micro. a tvo 
bit 1'ield has three possible micros. a three bit 1'ield has seven possible ... 
micros etc. In any 1'irmvare step. each 1'ield maJ contain only one micro. 
The design attempts to collect those micros which are naturally mutually 

-exclusive into the same field; e.g •• in some step. the coder maJ wish the 
alu to add or he may wish it to subtract but certainly not both. The 
1'irmvare word t'ormat is depicted in figure 4-1. 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

DaU&hter 

DaU&hter 

Dau&hter 

DaU&hter 

Mother 

Mother 

DaU&hter 

Mother 

Mother 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
• AA I AB I AS I AF , 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
'" 3 7 11 15 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I •• I AD I ADE I ID I DF I DO I DI I 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

16 19 23 27 31 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
• DJ , DK • 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

32 35 39 43 47 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
.··1 M • RV III I OP I 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

4-8 51 55 59 63 

+--+--+~-+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ ,ex IBII NA I 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

64 67 71 75 79 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
,... tC • BR • MX • 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
8" 83 87 91 95 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
ILVI ZS ILOI SO • 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

96 99 '''' 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I PS •• FT , 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
114 '''7 111 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
•••• SS I LA I BS • 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
1t 2 115 11 9 t 23 t 27 

WHERE •• • F IV P ARIU CllECXS 

FIGDRB 4-1 

!lIB CUSTOM PROCESSOR FIRMWARE WORD FORMAT 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.1 2901 CONTROL 

Six fields which control the 2901 register file and ALU: 

AA provides the four bits which select the register tile 
location available at the A part. The coder specifies the 
A-part address in an argument of an AS-field and/or AD 
field micro (see below). 

AB provides the four bits which select the register file 
location available at the B part. When the ALU output is to 
be retained. the AB tield selects the register tile lo
cation where the ALU output is stared. The coder specifies 
the B-port address in an argument ot an AS field and/or AO 
field micro (see below). . 

AS selects two operands (r/s) for manipulation b7 the ALU trom 
among five sources: the A part. the B part, the Q register, 
the 0 bus and zero. The available micros are: 

micra 

R:A'S:Q(AA) 

description 

the r input to the alu receives location 
AA at the register tile. 
the s input of the alu receives the q reg
ister. 

R:A'S:B(AA~AB) the r input at the alu receives location 
AA ot the register tile. 

R:I'S:Q 

R:I'S:B(AB) 

R:0'S:A(AA) 

R:O'S:A(AA) 

R:O'S:Q 

the s input at the alu receives location 
AB ot the register tile. 

the r input ot the alu receives zero. 
the • input ot the alu receive. the q 
register. 

the r input ot the alu receives zero. 
the s input ot the alu receives location 
AB at the register file. 

the r input ot the alu receives zero. 
the • input at the alu receives location 
AA at the register tile. 

the r input at the alu receives the dbus. 
the s input at the alu receives loc~ion 
AA ot the register tile. 

the r input at the alu receives the dbus. 
the s input ot the alu receives the q reg-

___ .. -.---------1ster. --- -_.-. 

R:O'S:I the r input ot the alu receives the dbus. 
the • input ot the alu receives zero. 
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SECTION FOUR FIRf-lWARE DESCRIPTION 

AF determines what manipulation shall be performed on the two 
operands provided by the AS field. Xhe available mjcros 
are: 

micro 

F:ADD1 

F:ADDC 

F:ADDC' 

F:ADD 

F:S-R 

F:S-R-C' 

F:S-R-C 

F:S-R-1 

F:R-S 

F:R-S-C' 

F:R-S-C 

F:R-S-1 

F:OR 

F:SR 

1':SR" 

F:IOR 

F:INOR 

--------------

the alu output receives: 

the 8 input plus the r input plus one 

the s input plus the r input [plus one 
if the carry indicator (ind1) is true). 

the s input plus the r input [plus one 
it the carry indicator (ind1) is false]. 

the s input plus the r input. 

the s input plus not the r input plus 
one 

the s input plus not the r input (plus ~ne 
it the carry indicator (ind1) in on]. 

the 8 input plus not the r input [plu~ one 
it the carry indicator (ind1) is off). 

·the • input plus not the r input. 

the r input plus not the s input plus one. 

. the r input plus not the s input [plus one 
it the carry indicator (ind1) is on]. 

the r input plus not the s input [plus one 
it the carry indicator (ind1) is oft]. 

the r input plus not the s input. 

the 8 input inclusive ored with the r in
put. 

the 8 input anded with the r input. 

the r input anded with not the s input. 

the 8 input ezclusive ored with the r in
put. 

the 8 input ezclusive ored with not the r 
input. 

-------- -- ---
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

AD determines where the ALV output is to be retained within 
the 2901. The choices are the register f1le, the Q register, 
or neither. The AD field also allows any register file 
locatIon to be presented to the zbus port. The AD field aiso 
controls the single-bit shifter. The 32-bit output of the 
ltV may be shifted one bit lert or right and stored in the 
register file at location AB. The 64-blt output or the ALV 
and the Q register may be shifted ODe bit left or right and 
atored 1n the register file and Q. The available micros are: 

micro 

Y:V'Q:V 

Y:V 

Y:A'B:V(AA.AB) 

Y:V'B:V(AB) 

Y:V'BQ:FQSR 
(AB.ACE) 

.Y:Y'BQ:VQSL 
(AB.ADE) 

description 

the q register receives the alu output. 
the zbus control field ma7 also select 
the alu output. 

the zbus control field ma7 select the alu 
output. 

the alu output is written at location AB 
in the register rile. 
the zbus control field may select the data 
from the A port of the register rile. 

the alu output 1s wr1tten at location AB 
1n the register flle. 
the zbus control rleld m&7 also aelect the 
alu output. 

the 64-bit concatenation or the alu output 
and the q register are ah1rted r1ght ODe 
b1t position. The ahift-end-erfect control 
.(aee ADE below) determines the value or 
the most-significant bit. 
the 32 most-signif1cant b1ts or the shifted 
result are written at location AB 1n the 
register file. 
the 32 least-aigniflcant bits are wrltten 
into the q register. 
the zbus control fleld m&7 also select the 
alu output. 

the 64-blt concatenat10n of the alu output 
and the q reglster are shifted left one 
bit position. The shift-end-effect control 
(see ADE below) determines the value or 
the least-slgnlficant b1t. 
the 32 most-significant bits of the shifted 
result are written at location AB in the 
register file. 
the 32 least-significant bits are written 
into the q register. 
the ZbUB control field may also select the 
alu output. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAG~ 4-6 
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SECTION FOUR 

micro 

Y:F'B:FSR 
(AB.ADE) 

Y:P'B:PSL 
(AB.ADE) 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

description 

the alu output is shi~ted right one bit 
position. The shi~t-end-e~fect control 
(see lOE below) determines the value o~ • 
the most-sign1ficantbit. 
the 32 most-signi~icant bits of the shi~
ted result are written at location AB in 
the register file. 
the zbus control field mar also select the 
alu output. 

the alu output is shifted left one bit 
pos1t1on. The sh1ft-end-effect control 
(see lOE below) determines the value of 
the least-significant bit. 
the 32 least-significant bits of the shif
ted result are written at location AB in 
the register file. 
the zbus control field mar also select the 
alu output. 

ADE controls the -shift end effects-; i. e •• the bit which shifts 
into the lLU (for 32- and 64-bit shifts) and the bit which 
shifts into Q (for 64-bit shifts). There are six choices for 
insertion: the most- or the least-s1gnif1cant b1t of the 
lLU, the most- or the least-significant bit of Q. the one
bit value of Flagt1 (ear17), or a literal zero. Combinat10ns 
are restricted to four for an7 given direction and length of 
shift. As an example, for a 64-blt circular le~t shift: 

Y:F'BQ:PQSL(AB,CIRC) 

4.2 ARAM CONTROL 

Two fields control the AR1M: 

RM determines which of the seven sources of ARAM addressing is 
to be used. Four of the sources are restricted to the first 
256 ARAM locations where RBR further isolates a group of 16 
and OPA, OPB, OPC. or OPD select one of those 16 to be ac
cessed. A twelve-bit literal m&7 be used as an ARAM addres
Sing source or the twelve-bit content of register RAR. The 
last ARAM addressing source allows the high 2048 locations 
of the ARAM to be used as a cache mechanism where eleven Z 
bus bits address the 2048-location ARAM block and i~orma
tion within the addressed location ~ determine hit versus 
miss as well as provide appropriate retained values which 
mar be used for algorithm acceleration. 

RY determines which (if &D7) of the ARAM data b7tes selected 
----- --- are to be overwritten.- If RY.I, the content of the ARAM 10-

cation is left unchanged: otherwise, one or more b7tes will 
be made equal to the value of the sbus-Iate. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAdE 4-7 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.3 D-BUS CONTROL 

The D bus has many sources. The tive fields discussed in this 
paragraph determine which source or combination of sources is allowed to 
the D bus. The DQ field specities how the other tour fields are '~o be 
interpreted. In general. OF is a till bit which is replicated where 
necessary to create II or FP bytes; 01 haa a bit per byte specifying which 
o bus Byte(s) ahall receive the eight bit literal DK; OJ is sometimes a 
literal and sometimes a code choosing among maD7 and varied 0 bus sources. 
The dbus is subdivided into 4 bytes named w. x. y. and z • 

• -4.3:' DC=literal 

When OC=literal. DP. 01. OJ and OK provide five t7Pes ot literals: 

micro byte w byte x byte y bytez 

D:UJK zeros zeros DJ OK 

D:FPJK ones ones OJ OK 

O:JKI" OJ OK zeros zeros 

D:JJrF? DJ OK ones ones 

D:JKJK DJ OK DJ DK 

4.3.2 DC=broadside 

D:BE% DK OK hex decoder 

D:BHPP B B procedure bus (11-15) 

D:OP DK OX OPA/OPB OPC/OPD 

D:OP-BIT-AD zeros zeros OX 1.1.".OPC(I-3)." 

D:OPCD zeros zeros OPC OPD 

D:OPCD-X2 OK OX 1110111.0PC(I-3).OPD(I-3).1 

D:OPCD-X2'1 DX OK 1111111.OPC(I-3).OPD("-3).1 

.D:OPBSTRT DX DK OPA/B/C/D of previous step 

D:PB1 zeros zeros DK PBUS(I-7) 

D:PB2 DI: zeros. procedure bus (BII-15) 

D:-PB2 ones ones procedure bus (11-15) 

D:PCTR DX p r ogr.a o 0 u n t e r 

D:PHSTRY DK program counter at last rnt 

D:RAMAD-X8 zeros 1101100elel'.DK(4-7.1).RAMAD(8-11).DK(1-3) 

D:RBR'R1t.R DX DK RBR(I-'),RAR(I-11) 
~ 

D:Z z bus zbus z bus z bus 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 4-8 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

Certain sources may, on byte boundaries, be mixed onto the 
dbus. These sources are the ARAM, ADRA, ADRB, or ADRP via 
the sbus-early: the Z bus via the shifter and the sbus
late: the H register: a literal byte (DX): a fill byte 
(DF). The micro D:: requires up to six arguments, the 
first four specify the source for bytes w, x, l' and z, 
respectively: the fifth specifies the eight-bit literal 
if any, and the sixth specifies the value of the fill b1'te, 
if an1'. ~ . 

4.3.4 DC=sign-extend 

4.4 

Three sign extend micros are provided to place onto the 
D bus some right portion of the S bus with the most-si
gnificant bit of that right portion replicated in all 
bits to the left. 

micro byte v byte x byte 7 byte z 

D:SEIS S*sbus(24) S*sbus(24) S*sbus(24) sbus{24-31 ) 

D:SE1:.16 S*sbus(16) S*sbus(16) sbus(16-2,) sbus(24-,1) 

D:SEI24 S*sbus("S) sbus("S-15) sbus(16-2') sbus{24-,1 ) 

SBUS CONTROL 

One field, SS, controls which source i. placed upon the S bus. This 
field allow. tvo different sources onto the sbus in the same step. A 
Wsplit cycle- is a firmware step in which the sbus receives from a 
different source durin& the earl,. phase than it does durin& the late 
phase. Two types ot split cTcles are provided: the first sends ADRS 
(ADRA, ADRB, or ADRP) to the sbus durin& the earl1' phase and the Z bus 
durin& the late phase. whereas the second sends the ARAM to the sbus 
durin& the earl,. phase and the Z bus durin& the late phase. 

---'-- .-

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAdE 4-9 
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SECTION FOUR 

micro 

S:ADRA ear 11' 
late 

S:ADRA'Z earl1' 
late 

S:ADRB earl1' 
. - late 

S:ADRB'Z earl1' 
late 

S:ADRP earl1' 
late 

S:ADRP'Z earl1' 
late 

S:ARAM ear 11' 
late 

S:ARAM'Z earl1' 
late 

S:S':rX'ACCT earl,. 
late 

S:snm earl,. 
late 

S:Z earl,. 
late 

4.5 Z BUS COH':rROL 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTIO!: 

131'te v b1'te x bTte ,. b,.te z 

adra(II-17) adra(IS-15) adra(16-23) adra(24-31) 
adra(II-17) adra(IS-15) adra(16-23) adra(24-31) 

adra(II-17) adra(IS-15) adra(16-23) adra(24-31) 
Z bus(II-31) nibble shifted b,. SO 

adrb(II-17) adrb(IS-15) adrb(16-23) adrb(24-31) 
adrb(II-17) adrb(IS-15) adrb(16-23) adrb(24-31) 

adrb(II-17) adrb(IS-15) adrb(16-23) adrb(24-31) 
Z bus(II-31) nibble shifted b1' SO 

adrp(II-17) adrp(IS-15) adrp(16-23) adrp(24-31) 
adrp(II-17) adrp(IS-15) adrp(16-23) adrp{24-31) 

adrp(II-17) adr~(IS-15) adrp(16-23) adrp(24-31) 
Z bus(II-31) nibble shifted b1' SO 

aram(I-7) aram(S-15) aram(16-23) aram(24-31) 
aram{IiJ-7) aram(S-15) aram(16-23) aram(24-31) 

aram(IiJ-7) aram(S-15) aram(16-23) aram(24-31) 
Z bus(II-31) nibble shifted b,. SO 

',I,top of return stack, accounting timer 
1,l,top of return stack. ac.counting timer 

? spdrome at latest daaatr or -spd.-
? spdrom8 at latest daaatr or -spd-

Z bua(II-,,) nibble shifted. b,. SD 
Z bus(IIiJ-,,) nibble shifted b1' SO 

The zbus may receive from an1' one of six sources. Two of the six 
sources are IHRA and IHRB vhich each may receive 32 bits of data from the 
outside vorld.. Two flavors of IHRA and INRB sourcing are provided. 
One flavor validates the parit1' on all four bTtes. vhereas the other 
validates ths parlt,. onl,. on the leftmost two bTtes. Another ZbU8 source 
comes from an external element. This interface Is intended for testing 
purposes onI1'. ':rhe other three sources to the zbus are the ALU. the V 
register. and the dbua. 

micro bTts v bTts x bTte 7 bTte z 

Z:D D13US(I-7) DBUS(S-15) DBUS(16-23) DBUS(24-31) 

Z:EXT FDF(I-7) FDF(S-15) FDF916-23) FDF(24-31) 

Z:V V(I-7) V(S-15) V(16-23) V(24-3" 

Z:Y AL11Y(1-7) ALUY(S-15) ALUY(16-23) ALUY(24-31) 

Z:INRA IHRA(I-7) IHRA(S-15) 1HRA(16-23) IHRA(24-31) 
~ 

Z:1NRB 1NRB(I-7) 1NRB(S-15) 1NRB(16-23) 1NRB(24-31) 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 4-10 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.6 LOCAL-BUS CONTROL 

The BS field controls the local bus. Thus, the BS field initiates data 
reads and writes, I/O reads and writes, and procedure reads. Data and rIO 
reads and writes are explicit while procedure reads are implied by other 
micros, also in the BS field, which cause procedure bytes to be consumed 
by an incrementation of peTRo If all this sounds complicated, it is. The 
initiation. monitoring, and consummation of local-bus activities requires 
reasonable care in the use of resources which may still be committed to a 

__ previous request. When an interlock is required. the cup will stall its 
clock automatically. It recognizes that a stall is required as follows: 

- t. Stall unless and until at least two bytes are available in the 
prefetch buffer before entering any step which will examine or 
consume one or two such bytes; e.g •• before entering a step 
which contains a PTAXE1. an OP:P4. a D:PB2. or an RNI micro. 

2. Stall unless and until the local-bus interface is qUiescent be
fore entering a step which will initiate a new local-bus re
quest i.e., before enteri~ a step which contains a PREFETCH. 
a read (RD •• ). or a write (YR •• ) micro. 

'. Stall unless and until the local-bus interface is quiescent be
fore entering a step which will consume procedure bytes. if and 
only if the procedure buffer haa at least four "empty" byte po
sitions; i.e. a step which contains a PTAXE or an RHI'REFILL mi
cro. 

Other stalls must be stated explicitly aa follows: 

1. Stall unless and until the local-bus-interface is quiescent be
fore leaving a step which contains a STALL micro. 

2. Stall unless and until aD7 outstanding non-procedural request 
haa concluded before leaving a step invoking a "data stall"; 
i.e •• before leaving a step which contains PEEX'STL or a 
PTAXB1'STL. or a PTAXE2'STL micro. 

'. Stall unless and until the specified or implied input register 
has received the requested data before leaving a step invoking 
such a stall; i.e •• before leavina a step which contains STALL-A 
(waits for new data to enter inra) or STALL-B (waits for new 
data to enter inrb) or micros of the form RD- •• 'STL(A/B). 

The BB field supplies the following local bus micros: 

micro 

PEEK'STL 

PREF'ETCH 

description 

view one or two bytes of procedure whose memory 
addresses are pctr and pctr+1; verify parity. 
The two procedure bytes are available to be __ _ 

----- --loaded into OP or to be placed onto the d bus 
or both. 

same as peek. but stall before leaving this 
step until any non-procedural local-bus ac-
tivity terminates. -

stall before entering this step until all local 
bus activity haa concluded; then initiate a 
procedure read with the address in adrp. When 
the memory responds. place the four bytes into 
procedure buffers a, b. c, and d. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 4-11 
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SECTION FOUR 

PTAKE" 

PTAKE1 

PTAXE1'STL 

PTAXE2 

PTAXE2'STL 

RD-2B(SA) 

RD-2B'Sn(SA) 

RD-4B(SA) 

RD-4B'STL(SA) 

RDLlC-2B(SA) 

RDtJL-2B(SA) 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

same as peek, but stall before entering this 
step it the procedure buffer has space for 
tour b7tes and if so, initiate a four byte pr~
cedure request. 

same as PTAXE". but add one to pctr. 

same as PTAKE1. but stall before leaving this 
step it and until any non-procedural local-bus 
actIvity terminates • 

same as PTAKE". but add two to pctr. 

same as PTAKE1'STL. but add two to pctr. 

stall before entering this tirmware step until 
all local-bus actIvity has concluded; then ini
tiate a read request on the local bus, reading 
two bytes at memory addresses adra/b-adra/b+1. 
Inra/b(S-7) and (16-23) will receive the first 
byte and inra/b(8-15) and (24-31) will receive 
the second byte. 

same as RD-2B'(SA). but stall before leaving 
this step until the two bytes requested have 
arrived into inra/b. 

stall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activity has subsided; then initiate 
read request reading tour bytes on the local 
bus at adra/b. ac1ra/b+1. adra/b+2. and 
adra/b+3. 

same as RD-4B(SA). but stall betore leaving 
this step until the four b7tes requested have 
arrived into inra/b. . 

stall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activity has subsided; then initiate 
a read-and-lock-memory request on the local 
bus. Note: ack must be tested before attemp
ting to remove data trom inra/b. If ack is 
not received. memory module was previouly lock
ed. indicating the resource was seized by ano
ther requester. Hote: 8D7 successfUl rdlk must 
be tollowed by either a rdul or a wrul micro: 
otherwise. the memory module will remain seized 
indefInitely. 

stall before entering this step until all 
local-bus activity has subsided; then initiate 
a read-and-unlock memory request on the local 
bus reading two bytes at memory addresses 
adra/b and adra/b+1. Inra/b(0-7) and inra/b 
(16-23) will receive the first byte; inra/b 
(8-15) and (24-31) will receive the 2nd byte. 
~e memory module is released. 
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SECTION FOUR 

RD-IO(SA) 

RD-LCL(SA) 

REPLY(S)') 

WR-1B(S).) 

WR-1'1B(SA) 

WR-1'2B(SA) 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

stall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate an 
i/O read on the megabus. usin~ adra/b(16-25) as 
the channel number and adra/b(26-,,) as the • 
function code. It the channel acknovledges the· 
request. the data viII be placed into inra/b 
('-15). Note: ack must be tested before attemp
ting to remove the data from inra/b. 

stall before entering this step untir all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
read local using adra(S-9) as the channel num
ber and adra(1'-15) as the function code. (For 
reading memor7 subs7stem control information). 

stall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
megabus request using adra/b(16-25) as the 
channel number and adra/b(26-,,) as the func
tion code. Send outr('-15) to the specified 
channel. 

stall betore entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
memor7 b7te write request on the local bus. 
It adra/b is even. then outr('-7) is written: 
it adra/b is odd. then outr(S-15) is written. 

stall betore entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
memor7 write request on the local bus. 
It adra/b is odd. then outr(S-2,) is written; 
it adra/b is even. the results are unspecified. 

atall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
memor7 write request on the local bus. . 
It adra/b is odd. then outr(S-,,) is written; 
it adra/b is even, the results are unspecIfied. 

WR-2B(SA) stall betore entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 haa subsided: then initiate a 
memor7 write request on the local bus. 
Outr('-15) is wrItten and adra/b(,,) is assumed 
be zerol 

WR-2'1B(SA) same as WR-2B(SA). but outr(I-2,) is written. 

WR-4B(SA) same as WR-2B(SA). but outr(I-,,) is written. 

---WR-IO(SA) . --atall befors entering this-atep- until-all 10=-
cal-bus activit7 haa subsided: then initiate a 
megabus non-memor7 request to the channel in 
adra/b(16-25) and the function code in adra/b 
(26-,,). Send outr(I-15) to the specified 
channel. 

WR-LCL(SA) stall betore entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 haa subsided; then initiate a 
local bus non-memor7 request to the channel 
adra(S-9) and the functIon code adra(11-15). 
Send outr(I-,,) to the specitied channel. 
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SECTION FOUR 

WiW'(BSA) 

WRLX(SA) 

WRULeSA) 

4.7 FLAG CONTROL 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

COP7 outr(B-31) into inra(B-31). inrb(B-31). 
procedure butfers abed, or procedure butfers 
efgh. Hote: the coder 1s responsible for gua
ranteeing that the local bus is qUiescent! • 

atall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus activit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
memor7-write-lock request on the local bus. 
It the memor7 module was not locked, then 
outr(8-15) is written a~ adra/b. (adra/b31 
is assumed to be zero). It the memor7 module 
was previous17 locked. no data 1s written. 
The coder must test ack tb determine which 
result occurred. Note: an7 successful WRLX 
must be followed b7 either a ROUL or a WRUL 
micro: otherwise. the memor7 module will remain 
seized indefinite17. 

stall before entering this step until all lo
cal-bus actlvit7 has subsided: then initiate a 
write-and-unlock memor7 request on the local 
bus. Outr(B-15) is written at adra/b (adra/b31 
i8 assumed to be zero). The memor7 module is 
released. 

There are three groups ot tl8&8. Each group has eight elements for a 
total ot twent7-four fl8&8. The7 are: the eight permanent flags. the eight 
control tl3&s. and the ei&ht temporar7 tl8&s. 

4.7.1 Permanent tl8&s 
Sixteen micros are dedicated to the eight permanent tlags. There are 

no side effects which result trom permanent tlag actions. However. since 
the BS tield controls the permanent tlags. no local bus activit7 can be 
initiated in steps which set or clear permanent tlag8. Also, since the SS 
field allows consuming the procedure stream and local-bus transaction 
initiation, ptakes and setting or clearing ot control fl8&s are all 
mutuall7 exclusive with modifications to the permanent tl8&s. 

4.7.2 Control tlags 

Sixteen micros are dedicated to the eight control tl8&s. Each control 
flag is dedicated to a hardware entit7. FlagCI is dedicated to testing. 
FlagC1 and C2 are dedicated to testing onl7 when flagCB is oft. Fl8&C3 is 
dedicated to the accounting timer. Fl8&C5 allows the microcoder to ignore 
hardware detected faults (e.g •• memor7 parit7). FlagC7 is dedicated to the 
return stack. Hote that altering the state ot a control tlag is mutual17 
exclusive with initiating local bus act1v1t7. v1ewing the procedure stream 
or changing the state ot a permanent flag. 

-4.7.' Temporar7 tl8&s 

Seventeen micros control the temporar7 flags. Sixteen ot them set or 
clear one tlag while the seventeenth clears all eight temporar7 flags. 
tl8&T1 has hidden effect 1n that it participates in controlling the shift 
end-eftects ot the ralu. fl8&t6 serves as the data written into the scram. 
Micros wbich control the temporar7 tlass are mutual17 exclusive with 
micros ot the torm RAR:H'S •• or RARB:H (loading rarh with a literal) or 
PUSH-R (relative push) or RAMAD:LIT (addressing the aram with a literal). 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.S Nibble-shifter control 

The field which controls the nibble shifter is SD. The nibble shifter 
rotates the '2 bits ot the z bus from zero to seven places (any multiple 
of four bit positions) and puts the result onto the s bus. The notion of 
left/right is provided in the dictionary for convenience. 
The Sb field has no micros but instead provides an argument for those 
micros which allow the sbus to receive the zbus. 

._4.9.Ind1cator control 

The indicators are stored in two groups: the arithmetic indicators and 
the· miscellaneous indicators. The general structure encourages the coder 
to manipulate data in one step. storing the result ot the manipulation in 
indicators and then. in a subsequent step, test the appropriate 
indicator(s) via either IF ••• or BR ••• micros. 

4.9.1 Arithmetic indicators 

There are six arithmetic indicators called ind(I-S). For the purpose 
ot performing operations on data whose width is less than,2 bits, 
arithmetio indIcator sensing can be partitioned to the rightmost S bits or 
the rightmost 16 bits or the rIghtmost 24 bits as well as all '2 bits. The 
argument (i42,) provIdes control ot the partioning using convenient 
labels: 

dblw (doubleword) Ind(I-4) are sensitized to the full width of 
the alu i.e., '2 bits. 

addr (address) 

word 

byte 

ind(-4) are sensitized to alu(S-,,); 
e.8., ind2 captures alueS). 

ind(I-4) are sensitized to alu(16-,,): e.g., 
ind' becomes true it alu{16-31) are all zero. 

ind(I-4) are sensitized to alu(24-',): e.g •• 
ind4 becomes true it alu(24-31) are all zero 
and ind3 is on. 

Arithmetic-indicator partitioning has DO effect on ind5 since it 
monitors only the least sianiticant bit ot the z bus [z(31)]. Overflow 
(ind0) is intended tor add or subtract operations and furthermore lives up 
to its name only in two's complement arithmetio. Indl becomes true it the 
carry into the leftmost bit (as partitioned) does not match the carry out 
ot the same bit. 

4.9.2 Miscellaneous indicators 

The miscellaneous indicators are all stored in one WregisterW but may 
be thought ot as four separate groups. The one indicator (ind6) ._~hich 
stores--the output ot -the stop-code ram is the simplest ot the lot. Note 
that the stop-code ram is addressed by byte y ot the dbus. The second 
group. ind(7.S) are dedicated to detecting frame-bound crossings where a 
frame is a 512-byte contiguous block ot memory. starting at any multiple 
ot 512 bytes. 

ind6 the stop-code ram indicator stores the output" 
ot the stop-code ram as addressed by dbus 
(16-23). 

ind7 frame-bound indicator 17 becomes true it dbus 
bits 15 through 22 do Dot match zbus bits 
15 throup 22. 
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SECTION FOUR 

indS 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

trame-bound indicator IS assumes the addi
tion ot three values: a base address. a dis
placement. and an operand length where: 
the base address is in a ralu register. 
the displacement is on the d bus. 
and the operand length 18 in t7Pe(I.1) where 10 
is length one. I' is length two. '1 Is length 
tour. and " is length siz. • 
Inde becomes true it the three W&7 add would 
produce a carry out ot alu bit 23 • 
Note that ind#S operates equally well it the 
ralu register contains the displacement and the 
dbus has. the base address. 

The nezt indicator group contains one indicator which becomes true if 
zbus bits 8 through 20 match sbus bits 16 through 2S. respectively. With 
careful planning. the hash indicator permits detection ot a -hit- by 
addressing the aram with zbus bits 19 through 29. and placing the aram 
data onto the sbus tor viewing by this indicator. 

in69 hash-hit indicator becomes true it zbus bits 
8 through 21 are equal to sbus bit 16 through 
28. 

The last indicator group provides a mechanism tor detecting the 
postion ot an operand's most-signiticant nibble. 

inde 11-1,) the leading-zero indicators store the number 
ot leading zeros at the' output ot the. alu. 

Micros which appear to allow less than the complete set ot 
miscellaneous indicators to be stored are provided merely to intorm the 
automated clock speed calculation program ot the coder's intent since 
setting the clock speed to allow tor the slovest ot the eight would be an 
unnecessary pertormance sacritice • 

4.11 OP-REGISTER CONTROL 

The OP register is a sizteen-bit register intended as long-term 
storage tor interesting nibbles ot the procedure stream. Since each of the 
tour nibbles ot OP =&7 be incremented or decremented and since each nibble 
may be tested tor containing eztreme values. each Is well suited 
to provide loop closure functions. For this reason (and others). OP may be 
loaded trom various nibbles ot the sbus. The multiplezer which selects 
what data is presented to the opa register inputs is also made available 
tor branching upon. Thus. sizteen-w&7 branches are available on any pbus 
nibble or on any sbus nibble (see paragraph 4.'4). J 

----- -_. 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.10.1 Pbus to OP 

Those OP-register loads which capture nibbles of the instruct10n stream are: 

micro description 

OP:P0 opa receives pbus(B-~). opb receives pbus(4-7). 
opc receives pbus(8-11). opd receives pbus(12-15) 

OPA:PB opa receives pbus(0-~) 

OPA:P4 opa receives pbus(4-7) 

OPA:P8 opa receives pbus(8-11) 

OPA:P12 opa receives pbus(12-15) 
OPB:PB opb receives pbus(B-,) 

OPB:P4 opb receives pbus(4-7) 
OPB:P8 opb receives pbus(8-11) 

OPB:P12 opb receives pbus(12-15) 
OPC:PIIJ opc receives· pbus(IIJ-3) 

OPC:P4 opo receives pbus(4-7) 

OPC:P8 opo receives pbua(8-UJ 

OPC:P12 opo receives pbua(12-15) 

OPD:P' opd receives pbua(IIJ-3) 

OPD:P4 opd receives pbus(4-7) 

OPD:P8 opd receives pbus(8-11) 

OPD:P12 opd receives pbus(12-15) 

OPA'B:P' opa receives pbus('-'). opb receives pbus(4-7) 
OPA'B:P8 opa receives pbus(8-11). opb receives pbus(12-15) 
OPC'D:PIIJ opo receives pbua(I-,).- opd receives pbus(4-7) 
OPC'D:P8 opc receives pbus(8-11). opd receives pbus(12-15) 

-- --_ ... 

(, 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

, (, 4.11.2 Sbus to OP 

!he OP-register micros which capture nibbles o~ the abus are: 

micro description 

[ OP:SI opa receives abus(I-,) • opb rece1ves abuse 4-7), 
opc rece1ves abus(8-11). opd rece1 ves sbus(12-15) 

[ 
. - OP:S16 opa receives abua(16-19) opb receives sbuse20-23) 

opc receives sbus(24-27) opd receives sbus(28-31) 

OPA:SIrl opa receives abus(0-') 

[ OPA:S16 opa receives sbus(16-19) 

OPB:S4 opb receives sbus(4-7) 

[ 
OPB:S21rl opb receives sbus(21rl-2') 

.• , J. ,,_ 

OPC:S8 opc receives sbus(S-11) 

OPC:S24 opc receives sbus(24-27) 

[ OPD:S12 opel receives sbus(12-15) 

OPD:S28 ope receives sbus(28-31) 

( OPA'B:SII opa receives sbus( 11-3). opb receives sbus(4-7) 

OPA'B:S16 opa receives sbus( 16-19) ,opb receives sbus(2"-2, ) 

I 
[ 

\. 

OPC'D:S8 opc receives sbus( 8-11).opd receives sbus(12-15) 

OPC'D:S24 opc receives sbus(24-27).opd receives sbus(28-31) 

[ 

I 
[ 

I 
[ 

[ 

[ 

I 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.1a., OP increment/decrement 

The OP-register micros vhich increment or decrement an op re~ister 
are: 

micro description 

OPA-DEC opa receives opa minus one (i~ opa vas zero. 
test condition opa-vr becomes true). 

. 
OPB-DEC opb receives opb minus one (if opb vas zero. 

test condition opb-vr becomes true). 
I 

OPC-DEC opc receives opc minus one (i~ opc vas zero • 
test conditIon opc-vr becomes true). 

OPD-DEC opd receives opd minus one (1~ opd vas zero. 
test condition opd-vr becomes true). 

OPA-INC opa receives opa plus one (if opa vas F. 
test condition opa-vr becomes true). 

OPB-INC opb receives opb plus one (it opb vas F. 
test conditIon opb-vr becomes true) • . 

OPC-INC opc receives opc plus one (I~ opc vas F, 
test condition opc-vr becomes true). 

OPD-INC opd receives opd plus one (1~ opd vas F, 
test condition opd-vr becomes true). 

4. t1 LOAD CONTROLS 

MaD7 registers are found lurkiD& OD the ends o~ buses just vaiting tor 
an opportunIt7 to sDar~ up the data theretrom. These registers are adra. 
adrb, adrp/pctr, outr, v, h, rar, and rbr. 

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PACE 4-19 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.11.1 Loading adra. adrb or adrp/pctr 

Adra may be loaded trom the sbus or may be incremented by tour or may 
be decremented by tour. !he aame app11es to adrb. Adrp may be loade~ from 
the abus three ditterent wars. Micros which load adrp also load pctr~ !he 
applicable micros are: 

micro d.escription 

ADRA:S adra(II-,,) receive abus(lll-" ). 

ADRB:S adrb( 111-" ) receive abus(lll-" ). 

ADRP:S adrp( 111-3' J receives sbusellll-,,). 
pctr(llll-3' rece1ves sbus(eI-") 

ADRPH:S adrp(III-22) receives abuse 111-22) 
pctr ( a 1-22 ) rece1ves abuse ""-22) 

ADRPL:S adrp(2'-") rece1ves sbus(23-3') 
pctr(23-3') rl!:c .... 1.\w·;~ abus(23-3' ) 

ADRA-DEC adra receives adra minus tour 

ADRB-DEC adrb receivea adrb minus tour 

ADRA:IH'C ~dra.receives adra plus tour 

ADRB-IH'C adrb receives adrb plus tour 

4.11.2 Loading ot outr, v, or h 

The m1cros which load these reeisters are: 

micro 

Oll'TR:D 

V:Z 

1I:S 

d.escription 

outr(all-,,) receives dbus(al-,,) 

v(al-,,) receives zbus(ee-,,) 

h(all-31) receives abus(el-31) 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.11.3 Changing rbr 

Rbr is a four-bit register which can participate 1n addressing the 
aram. When opa, opb. opc. or opd provide the low nibble of ramad. rbr 
provides the middle nibble. The micros which load or change rbr are: . 

micro description 

RBR:SI1J rbr receives sbus(0-3) 

RBR:S8 rbr receives sbus(8-11) 

RBR:S16 rbr receives sbus(16-19) 

RBR:S24 rbr receives sbus(24-27) 

RBR ' RAR: S0 rbr receives sbus(I1J-,). rar receives sbus(4-15) 

RBR'RAR:S16 rbr receives sbus(16-19), rar receives sbus(20-31) 

RBR-DEC rbr receives rbr minus one 

RBR-IHC rbr receives rbr plus one 

4.11.4 Changing rar 

Rar is a twelve-bit register which m87 be used to address the aram. 
It is subdivided into a tour-bit register (rarh) and an eight-bit register 
(rarl). Bither registers maJ be incremented or decremented. 

4.11.4.1 Loading all o~ rar 

The micros which load rare other than those o~ paragraph 4.11.3 are: 
micro description 

RAR:H'SI1J(n) ruh receives a tour-bit literal (n), 
rarl receives sbus(0-7) 

RAR:H'S8(FT) ruh receives a tour-bit literal (n) , 
rarl receives sbus(8-15) 

RAR:H'S16 rarh receives a tour-bit literal (n), 
rarl receives sbus(16-23) 

RAR:H'S24 rarh receives a ~our-bit literal (n). 
rarl receives sbus(24-3l) 

RAR:S4 rar receives abus(4-15) 

RAR:S20 rar receives sbus(20-31 ) 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.11.4.2 Changing rarh 

The micros wh1ch or changes o~ rarh. other than those previously 
mentioned are: 

micro description 

RARR:H(FT) rarh receives a tour-bit literal (FT) 

RARR:S4 rarh receives sbus(4-7) 

RARR:S12 rarh receives sbus(12-15) 

RARR: S2 II rarh receives sbus(211-23) 

RARR:S28 rarh receives sbus(28-31) 

RARR-DEC rarh receives rarh minus one 

RARR-IHC rarh receives rarh plus one 

4.11.4.3 Changing rarl 

The micros which change rarl. other than those previously mentioned 
are: 

micro description 

RARL:SI rarl receives sbus(I-7) 

RARL:S8 rarl receives sbus(8-15) 

RARL:S16 rarl receives sbus(16-23) 

RARL:S24 rarl receives sbus(24-31) 

RARL-DEC rarl receives rarl minus one 

RARL-IHC rarl receives rarl plus one 

4.22 CLOCK CONTROL 

A preprocessor to the ~lrmwars &asembler determines what speed each 
~lrmvare step should be. b1 examinIn& the mIcrocode source. The microcoder 
seldom haa reasoD to explicItly state the clock speed. For completeness. 
the clock micros are listed below: 

micro description 

C(VF) ver1 ~ast clock - 185 nanoseconds 

---C(BF)------half'-f'aat- clock-- 125 nanoseconds 

C(RL) 

C(VL) 

hal~ long clock - 145 nanoseconds 

ver1 long clock - 175 nanoseconds 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.1~ STACK CONTROL 

The return stack maT contain up to seventeen firmware return 
addresses. The return stack operates as a last-in-first-out (LIFO) 
mechanism. allowing sufficient levels ot nesting for most applicationt. 
The coder may push firmware addresses onto the return stack in one of 
three waTs: 

micro 

PtJSH-D 

PtJSH-R 

PtJSH-HWIA 

description 

return stack receives dbus(12-15); i.e •• an abso
lute address which occupies the dbus in this step. 

return stack receives an it bank address relative 
to the value in the next-address field but maT 
differ trom the next address field in the five 
least significant bits. 

when a hardware detected error occurs. an unpro
grammed branch to fi.rmware location zero occurs. 
The h~dware remembers what location was otherwise 
d~stined for ezecutlon in a register called hwia. 
This micro allows the captured address to be pla
ced onto the return stack so that the routine 
which was interrupted ~ be resumed. 

4.14 NEXT-ADDRESS CONTROL 

Five fields control which ot the 16384 firmware locations is next to 
be ezecuted. Betore each field i8 discussed. it is first necessar7 to 
expose some general information. 

Firmware steps are identified bT a 14-bit ·control store addressw 
(eSA) and optional17 a mnemonio label. In the discussion that tollows. 
weSAw is used instead of weSA/LABELw but it should be understood that 
restrictions appUcable to a eSA (e.g., must be an IF-bank address) are 
equal17 applicable to the label. 

The 16384 location tirmware arr&7 is divided into two banks. The first 
8192 locations, leea through 1FFF (hez). constitute the ELSE bank. The 
last 8192 locations. 2111 through 'FFF (hez). constitute the IF bank. 

Firmware sequencing in the custom processor is never implic1tl7 nor 
arithmeticallT determined. EverT step specifies its successor or choice ot 
successors. There are numerous waTs in which the coder Il&7 specif7 what 
firmware location Is next to be ezecuted and theT are best exposed 
b7 explaining each of the five fields which control firmware sequencing: 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTIOn 

~leld explanation 

BI branch invert - a one-bit field vhich controls the 
polarit7 of the test condition. 

NA next address - a thirteen-bit field vhlch. In its 
slmplest form. speclfies vhich o~ the 8192 loca
tlons of the bank specifled b7 DI is next to be 
executed. as in the micro COTO(STBEDEVIL). 

test condltlon - a seven-blt fleld vhlch allovs the 
coder to speclf7 that the next step shall be a loca
tlon in the IF bank or a location in the ELSE bank 
as determined b7 the result o~ testing one of seven
t7-tvo unar7 indicators 
(e.g •• IF-I-ZRO(SFAIR.SRAIN) 
In this example the addresses of SFAIR and SRAIN are 
required to have the tollovins relatlonship: 

1. $FAIR must be ln the IF bank 

2. SRAIN must be in the ELSE bank 

,. Their addresses may not be dlfferent except 
in the most-signlflcant bit (from 1 and 2 
above) and the four least-signlflcant blts. 
(l.e •• if SFAIR is In a particular WblockW 
of sixteen locatlons in the IF bank. then 
SRAIN must be in the correspondiD& a1xteen
locatlon block in the ELSE bank. 

The result o~ all this is that i~ the arithmetic in
dicator I-ZRO vas on, SFAIR vll1 next be executed; 
it the arithmetio lndlcator I-ZRO vas of~, SRAIN 
vl1l next be executed. 

mask - a four bit field vhich serves maD7 purpo
ses. One of the purposes is best descrlbed here 
vhl1e the others can vait for the BR field: 

When the coder has specitied a simple cholce 
betveen IF and ELSE. MX identifies vhich ot 
the four least-signlficant bits ot the alter
native addresses ditfer. For instance it. in 
the prevlous example SFAIR had been allocated 
CSA 2341 and SRAIN.had been allocated CSA 
.'4F. the assembler (not the coder) vould set 
the value ot the MX tield to F indlcatlng 
that all tour least-signlficant bits ot the 

---- -------- _____ alternative addresses dltfer and the hardvare 
does the rest. 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

BR branch - a four-bit field which determines how the 
succeeding firmware step shall be chosen. It permits 
the coder a veritable plethora of mechanisms for de-
ciding the value of the next CSA as follows: • 

mechanism 

CO-TO(SSHOW) 

description 

specifies an unconditional suc
cessor 

IF-Z24(2~45I.e4521) specifies a two-way choice as a 
function ot the value of zbus bit 
24. If Z24 is on. then 2345 is 
executed next; otherwise. 452 is 
executed nert. 

RETURN specities that the succeeding step 
ia that CSA at the top ot the 
seventeen-level return stack. 

RETURN'(9) specifies that the succeeding step 
is that CSA at the top ot the 
aeventeen-level return stack 
but with the two-weight bit and 
the four-weight bit set equal to 
zero (masked b7 FFF9). Here the MX 
field contains the four least
aignificant bits ot the mask and 
the hardware sets the other mask 
bita to ones. 

IF-ACX RETDRH-OR(SOOHT) specities that the succeeding 
step is that eSA at the 
top ot the seventeen-level re
turn stack onl7 it the ACE indi
cator is on. It the ACE indicator 
ia ott. the succeeding step is 
SDOHT. Hote that SDOH'! must be 
in the ELSE bank. thus it is ad
vised that eSA's pushed onto the 
return stack be if-bank addres
aes on17. Hote alao that a condi
tional masked return ot the form: 
IF-ACE RETURB'-OR(A.SDOHT) 
ia also provided (a conditional 
masked return. 

- ----"- -- --- - --.---
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SECTION FOUR 

BR-ARITH(9.321 II) 

BR-FLAaS(F,34511) 

BR-PI(D.2AB01) 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

specities that the succeeding 
step is to be one ot tour as a 
function ot the condition ot two 
arithmetic indicator.; nameI7,· 
I-SON and I-ODD. It the7 are 
both ott. location '211 will be 
nezt ezecuted; it I-SON i. ott 
and I-ODD is on. location 3211 
will be next; it I-SON i8 on and 
I-ODD i8 ott. location 321S will 
be nezt; it the7 are both on. 
location '219 will be nezt. Note 
that this mechanism permits the 
ezaminatlon at two other arith
metic indicators. B7 speclf7ing 
a mask with a tour-weight bit. 
I-ZRO J:1a7 be ezamlned. and b7 
specit71ng a mask with a two
weight bit. the dJ'namic alu car
r7 m&7 be ezamined. Note also 
that a conditional version. ot 
the torm: 
IF-Z'Z BR-ARITH(4.$CLOUDY) 
1s also provided. 

specitie. that the 8ucceeding 
8tep is to be one ot sizteen 
in the block ot it-bank loca
tions starting at 3451 as a 
function at tour temporar7 tlags 
(to. t1, t2, and t3). Note that 
a conditional version ot the 
torm: 
IF-POOF BR-FLAaS(6.$BAHG) 
i8 a180 provided. 

specities that the succeeding 
step is to be one at eight in 
the block ot addresses starting 
at location 2ABI as a tunction 
at pbus bits I, " and 3. Note 
that a conditional version ~t 
the torm: 
IF-FLAGP' BR-PI(E.$WIT) 
18 also provided. Note also that 
the BR mechanism Dl&7 ezamine the 
other three pbus nibbles with e
qual alacrit7. 
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SECTION FOUR 

BR-S8(5,SSLEET) 

BR-SCALE(F,SSUHHY) 

BR-TIPE(',222CN) 

-----------

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

specifies that the succeeding 
step is to be one of four in 
the IF-bank block in which 
SSLEET resides, as a function of' 
sbus09 and sbus". Note that a 
conditional version of the form: 
IF-NOT-OPA-VR BR-S8(A,SSLUSH) 
1s also provided. Note also that 
the BR mechan1sm 1s available to 
examine an7 of the other seven 
sbus n1bbles. 

spec1f1es that the succeeding 
step is to be one of nine in 
the IF-bank block 1n which 
SSUHHY resides as a function of 
the leading-zero indicators 
(1nd 11 through 1~). In this 
case the number of destinations 
is limited, no~ b7 the mask. but 
b7 the fact that the leading 
zero 1nd1cators m&7 store on17 
nine un1que values. Note that a 
cond1tional version of the form: 
IF-RUPT BR-SCALE(F,SSMILE) 
1s also prov1ded. 

spec1fies that the succeeding 
step 1s to be one of 4 (222C, 
222D, 222E, or 222F as a func
tion ot the two t7Pe-register 
bits. Note that other mask 
values allow examination ot 
I-ODD and abusll. Note also that 
a cond1tional version ot the 
form: 
IF-NOT-BREAK BR-TIPE(F,SSPLASH) 
1s also provided. 

------- ----

CUSTOM PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
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SECTION FOUR 

BR-PROC(2,SBECIH) 

FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

specities that the succeeding 
step is to be one ot 256 IF-bank 
locations. fhe SBECIH CSA Is 
UIIed .. a baae address. A Bubstl
tutlon ot the eight leaat-sigDi-' 
ticant bits emanates trom aD op . 
code decode unit. fbis unit is. 
in essence, a table look-up me
chanism vhich contains sixteen 
tables selected b7 the mask 
field (in this case. table 12 
is selected). fbe value 
trom the table becomes the out
put ot the opcode decode unit. 
~his splatter mechanism is in
tended to permit 16 ditterent 
interpretations ot procedure 
stream bltes (e.g •• baaed upon 
position). 
When this micro becomes part ot 
the combinatorial micro wRHI" 
the exlstance ot a BREAK over
rides the splatter on pbus. and 
instead pertorms a 16-v&7 branch 
on the tour sources ot BREAK. 
In this application. the tirst 
16 locations ot the splatter 
must be reserved. 
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SECTION FOUR FIRMWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.15 AVAILABILITY 

The custom processor has man7 avallabll1t7 features which insure that 
processing proceeds error free. Some of these features test parft7 of 
.incoming data. some check Integrit7 data delivered to the custom processor 
from other s7stem elements. some test the validit7 of the control-store 
array. and some generate parit7 to accompan7 output data. so that other 
s7stem elements may verif7 that the data sent arrived intact. The list of 
availabilit7 features follows: 

1. data and procedure parit7 checks - whenever information is 
sourced from an input data register (e.g •• Z:INRA) or from 
a procedure butfer (e.g •• PTAXE1). parit7 is checked on the 
appropriate b7tes. 

2. data and procedure edac errors - whenever information is 
sourced from an input data register (e.g •• Z:INRB) or 
from a procedure butfer (e.g •• D:PB1). an7 UDcorrectable 
memor7 error associated with the information is detected. 

,. stack checks - whenever return addresses are added to (e.g •• 
PUSH:SSHOVE) or removed from (e.g •• RETURN) the stack. a full 
or empt7 condition. respectlvel7. ma7 optionallT be treated as 
an error. 

4. control-store array checks - a parit7 bit is imbedded in each 
'2 bits of control-store data. During each fIrmware step exe
cuted. four separate parit7 checks are performed to validate 
the integritT of the control-store read-out. 

5. paritT generation - parit7 generation ~or the control-store 
arr&7 is performed b7 the assembler. Parit7 generatIon for 
data destined for other s7stem elements via outr i8 performed 
when outr is loaded from the dbus. In order to verif7 the inte
grit7 o~ the parit7 generation and checking circuits. a mecha
nism is available in test mode for generating both even and odd 
parit7· 

6. sel~ testing - as part o~ everT B7stem initialization. the cus
tom processor executes a sequence of firmware routines whose 
purpose is to detect 8D7 hardware fault. either in the proces
sor or in the memor7 subs7tem. This routine utilizes the Inte
gri't7 ~eatures mentioned above and take advantage o~ the S7D
drome register and the hardware interrupt register. The s7D
drome register captures the reason code for aD7 hardware 
detected error and the hardware-interrupt-address register 
captures the next address intended had the interrupt not 00-
curred. 

---_ .. _-- ------- - -- --_. 
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SECTION FIVE THE NANOSECONDS 

,THE NANOSECONDS 

5.BtHE NANOSECONDS 

the assembler rejects micro-op combinations which would result in a 
clock speed ouside the range of the longest clock setting. The purpose of 
this section is to help explain how the "gear" is selected. 

the diagram ot 5-1 is a representation ot the custom processor 
oriented toward the subject ot nanoseconds. In essence. the assembler 
contians a model which depicts the information ot figure 5-1 alon~ with a 
definition of each clock speed (i.e., 1e5ns, 125ns, 145ns and 175ns). 

the subject shall be approached as follows: 

firat. a detailed explanation ot the s,mbol. used in tigure 5-1; 

second, an explanation ot Wh7 some paths have multiple s,mbols and, 
in general. how the reader handles choices; 

and last. an example ot how one converts a Bet ot micros into a number 
ot nanoseconds. 

5.1 the sJmbologJ 

Clear17, tor performance reasons. it 1s desirable tor ever7 step to be 
a VF step. Pigure 5-1 illustrates those paths which might prevent ~he 
desirable but does not illustrate those paths which cannot impact the 
clock. An example ot this point is shown in the table labeled "next 
address·. Notice that on17 two ot the sevent7-two test conditions are 
listed. this is because the other sevent7 will each succeed at performing 
its appointed function (bank selection) in no more than 1e5ns.' 

Values 1n squares or non-squares are nanoseconds and abide b7 the 
following rules: 

1. squares contain the number ot nanoseconds from the beginning of 
the firmware step until the data. at the point where the square 
is located. is valid. this number means something on17 if the micro 
combination require the data path and can be ignored otherwise. 

2. non-squares (most17 circles) contain the number ot nanoseconds the 
data must P83' in order to propagate throU&l1. 

CUSTON PROCESSOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE 5-1 
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SECTION FIVE THE NANOSECONDS 

5.2 the choices 

Choices are essentiall7 of two t7Pes: 

1. depending upon the micro combination. the nanosecond value from 
the beginning of the firmware step may or may not be determined. 
A simple example of this is both the input and the output of the 
box called WPCBW. Its input is valid at nanosecond 16 unless the 
aram address muz has the zbus selected in which case the output of 
the aram address muz is valid 6ns later than the zbus. That means 
that the output of the PCB box Is valid at nanosecond 30 if the 
aram address muz isn't selecting the zbus but if it is, then the 
output of the PCB box is valid 15ns after the zbus. 

2. a non-square contains conditions. A simple example is the path 
through the alu oval. If the alu is required b7 the F: ••• micro 
to perform an arithmetic operation, then the data must pay 67.5ns 
to pass: otherwise the cost is onl7 25ns. 

5.3 putting' it together 

In the step: 

R:A'S:B(I,I) 
F:ADD 
IND:DBLV 

The first micro specifies the two alu'sources to be the two ports of 
the register file. The second micro specifies that the alu shall add. The 
third micro specifies that the arithmetic indicators shall be loaded. 

In figure 5-1, the rectangle labeled Wram- Is signified to have its 
output valid at nanosecond 16 (from the beginning of the step). From 
there, the alu is encountered where, because an add is to be performed, 
the 16 must be increased by 67.5ns. Leaving the alu and heading tor the 
indicators, it is necessary to select another addend which, since the alu 
operated arithmetically. is 25.5ns. The subtotal (16+67.5+25.5) Is '19ns 
which, to arrive at the total, must be increased by 11' to account for 
non-silicon delays (i.e., media). This 7ields 119.9 which requires a clock 
setting ot 125ns namel7. an SF wboxw. 

---- - ----- --_.--- -- ---
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SECTION FIVE THE NANOSECONDS 

In a more compl1cated step. where there are mult1ple end points. 1t is 
necessar7 to ana17ze each path in order to discover the longest one. The 
length at the step is determined b7· the longest path. An example is shown 
below: • 

MICRO 

RD-4B(lORA) 
RAMAD:RAR 

S:lRAM'Z 
D:: (K.A.A.A •• 34) 

. OOTR:D 
R:D'S:A(3) F:lOD Y:F'BQ:FQSL(2.0PEH) 
Z:Y 
V:Z 

IND-D:Z 
OPC'D:PI 

S:lRAM'Z (88ain) 
H:S 

lORB:S 
IF-HOT-BREAK BR-PROC(7.SHOWAY) 

-.end point 

COMOL 

1.1 
16.1 
56.1 
62.1 
9111."* 

146.5* 
131.5 
136.5 
146.1 
48."* 

143.5 
148.5* 
159.111* 
133.5* 

In th1s step. HAMAD 1s val1d at 16. the.lRAM readout is valid on the 
sbus at 56. and the dbus rece1ves twent7-tour bits ot the sbus at 62 and 
eight bits at ,I trom the literal source. The tirst end point. OOTR. is 
encoUDtered at 91 (62+28). F3's content is added to the dbus data in the 
alu shitted. along w1th Q. and wr1tten into the ram 71eld1ng 146.5 
(62+67.5+17) tor the second end point. ~e alu output is sent to the zbus 
at 131.5 (62+67.5+2) aDd to the th1rd end p01nt. the V register at 136.5. 
Seven bits ot the dbu8 are compared to seven bits ot the zbus and sent to 
the tourth end point. IH07, at 146 (trom B at 131.5 + 14.5). The zbus is 
sent to the sbus UDshitted at 14'.5 (131.5+12). From there the titth end 
point (H) receives the sbus at 148.5. The sixth end point (lORB) receives 
the sbus (148.5) at 159.1. The last end point is the next t1rmware address 
at 13'.5 (68.5+65). Thus. loading lORB is the longest path and with the 
addition ot '''~ (175.1) requires. the longest gear or a VL "box". 
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

THE FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

This appendix contains a description of the firmware development 
facilit7 available for use with the 32-bit Custom Processor. The appendix 
is divided into three parts: 

A general overview 

The menu 

A description of each menu item 

The Firmware Development FacilitT (FOr) is an equipment which makes 
firmware. coded and assembled under RTL. easT to checkout. The FDF 
consists of: 

A separate five card cage with an independent power supp17 

A processor board with a Z81 processor (BF4RMP) 

A SILO board with a 4196 location SILO (BF4TFU) 

A 16.384 b7 128 location control store PROM substitute (BF4CM1) 
includiq four memor7 arrq daU&hter boards (BS4CS4) 

A termlnal/ke7board unit (e.g., 7'11) 

Appropriate interconnect ina cables 

Once the firmware has been tested and "burnt" into PROMs. the FOF • 
equipment listed above is no longer required and is never shipped to the 
end-user. The resultiq CUP product connects to the MEGABOS S7stem Bus 
throU&h the CUstom Memor7 Subs7stem and the Custom MEGABOS Adapter unit. 

Figure A-1 is a diagram of the interconnections amoq the elements 
which comprise a firmware checkout "test bed". 
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

COMMAND DISPLAY 

? SummarT of commands 

-n Silo location: 
-n 7777 • zzzzzzzz 

vhere n • silo offset from stop point. in decimal 
(I ~ 4195+. default D • current value) 

7777 • firmware address 
zzzzzzzz • content of zbus at that address 

NBLX Next 2' locations in SILO 
If offset of I is reached. "r.BE END" Is dlspl&7ed. 

nNEXT Next n locations in SILO 
(n=1 - 4100: default. 1) 
If offset of 0 is reached, "THE END" is displ&7ed. 

PBLX Previous 2' locations in SILO 
If offset of 4000 is reached. "THE END" is displ&7ed. 

nPREV Previous n locations in SILO 
(n-1 - 4000: default. 1) 
If offset of 4011 Is reached. "THE END" Is displ&7ed. 

nSCAxxxx Scan SILO for a firmware address • xxxx. 
Start scanning at an offset of -n (default. 4001). 
Display each match until either: 

an offset of zero is reached ("THE END" Is displayed) or 
2' matches have occurred (hitting the space bar vill 

display the next set of matches: hitting aD7 other 
keT viII execute that command.) 

nSCDXA""" Scan SILO for a data. """". 
Start scanning at an offset of -n (default. 4101). 
Display each match until either: 

an offset ot zero is reached ("THE END" Is displ&7ed) or 
23 matches have occurred (hitting the space bar viII 

display the next set of matches: hitting anT other 
ke7 viII execute that command.) 

LEFT ARROW same as PREY 

aleRT ARROW same as NEXT 

DOWN ARROW same as NBLIC 

UP ARROW same as PBLIC 

------ ----
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

.l 

U' 

AB 

AP 

F 

- Fn 

11 

I 

M. 

M+ 

M-

OP. 

PB 

P1I 

Q 

ADRA.".····· ADRB ••••••• " ADRP."' •• "X PHST.xxxxxxxx 

.lDRA.········ 
ADRB •• ·'·'.·' 
ADRP",x'.' I ... 

Fila F1/9 F2/A ",F , .... ,.. , ...... , ~ .... . :x:y;. x xxx X 
lC'YYlQ;"Y"'X xxx iIC •• X * ••• , • EX xxxxxxxx 

F register In where n • I through F (alterable b7 • 
followed b7 input data) 

Fn.""'······ 
11 register (alterable b7 • followed b7 input data) 
1I",'X'X?!! , • , •• 

Input registers and sTndrome 
INRA.,.'..... IHRB-"",'" BYRD."""" 

Main memor7 location In: (n • I through FFFF~?) 
MIl •• ".,'" 

Note: If location In is nonexiestent or otherwise 
·inaccessible, the value ·""1,,,· dlspl&7ed 
is the current content ot register OOTR. 
No error indication is given. 

Main memor7 location most recentl7 displ&7ed: 
MIl."",,·x 

Next doubleword in main memor7: MIl., , , '* , , • 

Previous doubleword in main memor7: 
MIl"''''''''' , rx 
OP.xxxx RBR'RAR-xxxx I.bbbbbbbbbbx 

OP - OPA, OPB, OPC, OPD (1 hex digit each) 
RBR'R.lR • RBR (1 digit), RARB (1 d16it). RARL (2 digits) 
I • Indicators. through 9 (11 bits). 
Indicators ,. through 13 (1 digit) 

Procedure bJtes (right justified) 
PB=xxxx 

pcm histor7: 
PlIST:x""" , 

Q register (alterable b7 • followed b7 input data) 
g-xxy I" .'" I .. 

CUSTOM MEMORY SUBSYSTEM TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION PAGE A-4 
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

R R0/S R1/9 R2/A R7/F 
III1IIII SIIIIIII III1IIII XXXXllOX 
iii •• *., :1'1**'" ***** ••• Z-"IXlI: I: • X I: 

Rn ARAM specified b7 n where n m87 be 100 through FFF 
(Alterable b7 • followed b7 input data) 

Rn-""",* 

R. ARAM location most recentl7 displ&7ed: 
Rn=······" 

R+ Hext location in ARAM: 
Rn="·",xx 

S Stack register: 
S=x"""x 

v V register V-····,,·· 
.XX'¥¥~ Alter most-recent17-displ&7ed Walterablew register 

to equal MM •• XXXX. (Alterable registers are: 
}.A. AB. AP. Fn. B. MD. M+. M-. Q. Rn. R+. R-) 

Define wEPILOGw• a list of presel~cted commands which 
will be executed when aD7 STOP is encountered. 
Format: 

:COMMAHD.COMMAND.COMMAHD.etc. 
Ho blanks allowed between a comma and the next command. 
80 characters maximum. 
see also \.I.~. and - ke7s. 

* Diapl&7 EPILOG and allow corrections. 
see also \. I. ~. and - ke7s. 

n* Retrieve EPILOG In (n • 2 through 6) 

n-S Save current EPILOG as EPILOG In (n • 2 through 6) 

I Skip next character ot EPILOG 

\ Skip previous character ot EPILOG being corrected 

nOOm 

Insert blank into EPILOG being corrected 

Delete character ot EPILOG being corrected 

Repeat previous m EPILOG commands n times 
(m.n=1 through 9) 

B --_ .. --Displ&7 alractive Breakpoints 

B7177:Z Specif7 Breakpoint at firmware address • 7717 
z • D: Disable capturing of histor7 in"stLO 
z • B: Enable capturing ot histor7 in SILO 
z • B: Address Balt not exclusive of D or B 

Clear Breakpoint at tirmware address • 7177 

HOTES: 
1 - Address is specified b7 last 14 bits ot 7177. 
2 - BreakpOints are armed Onl7 If command 

RUHB or RURL 1s used. 
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

CLEa Clear displ87 screen (not breakpoints. addresses. etc) 

E Execute (current) EPILOG 

FWRAM CUP uses tirJllWare in external RAM 
State appears on Une 25 

FWPROM CUP uses tirJllWare in PROMs (mounted on CUP boards) 
State appears on line 25 

INIT Generate a Master Clear in the CUP. 
[ctl-clear] Breakpoints are lett in the state the;r vere in. 

Jxxxx 

DRUNB 
[F6] 

dtnfl:. 
[Fa] 

RUNN 
(Transmit) 

nSTEP 
(F4) 

STOP 
[F2] 

IS+ 

IS-

ISO 

" 

Transter tirJllWare control to address xxxx 

Place CUP in RUN mode. prepared to stop atter the DDD-th 
occurrence of a breakpoint halt. Default n • 1. 
The contents of the EPILOO-preselected registers viII 
then be displa;red. 

Place CUP in RUN mode. propared to stop aat the first 
occurrence of a breakpoint halt. or the ~iting of the 
n-th SILO entr;r. (default = 4000) 
The contents of the EPILOG preselected registers vill 
then be displa;red. 

Place the Cup in RUN mode. and continue in that mode until 
the "STOP" or "INIT" is actuated. 

Cause CUP to execute DDD firmware steps (default n • 1). 

Put the CUP in STOP mode. The contents ot the 
EPILOG-preselected registers viII then be displa;red. 
Note: The onl;r functions alloved vhen not in STOP mode 
are "STOP" and "INIT". 

Enable the CUP to stop vhen the external Signal fed into 
the PDF goes from the lov state to the high state. 

Enable the CUP to stop vhen the external signal ted into 
the PDF goes trom the high state to the lov state. 

Disable external stop. 

~ ~ransmit present PDF screen displa;r to hard-cop;r printer. 
... "'ft.,attached. Line 25 status is included. but vithout 

underscores. intensit;r variations, blinks, etc. 
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APPENDIX A FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

COMMAND MEANING (TO DISPLAY AND CHANGE WRITABLE FIRMWARE ARRAY) 

Cxxxx. Display location xzxz. packed format. read7 to modif7 

Cxxxx\ Display location xzxz. b7 fields. with headings 

Cxxxx Display location xzxz. b7 fields 

Redisplay in field format. with headings 

LEFT ARROW Move cursor to previous field. read7 to modif7 

RIGHT ARROW Move cursor to next field. read7 to modifY 

Revert to packed format. read7 to modif7 

UP ARROW Move to previous location 

DOWN ARROW Move to next location 

LOAD Load firmware into RAM. 
[F10] After this command. actuate INITIALIZE to clear the CUP. 

Line 25 will display "LOAD" until "INIT" is pressed. 
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